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Advanced Flight Sciences Department 
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SUMMARY 
An efficient grid-interfacing zonal algorithm has been developeJ for 
computing the three-~imensional transonic flow field about wing/nacelle multi-
component configurations. The algorithm uses the full-potential formulation 
and the AF2 fully-irJplicit approximate factorization scheme. The flow field 
solution is computed using a component-adaptive grid approach in which sep-
arate grids dre ~mployed for the individual components in the multicomponent 
configuration, where each component grid is optimized for a particular 
geometry such as the wing or nacelle. The wing and nacelle component grids 
are allowed to overlap, and flow field information is transmitted from one 
grid to another through the overlap region using trivariate interpolation. 
This report presents a discussion of the computational methods used to 
generate both the wing and nacelle component grids, the technique used to 
interface the component grids, and the method used to obtain the inviscid 
multicocponent flow field solution. Computed results and correlations with 
experiment are presented. Also presented are discussions on the organization 
of the wing grid generation (GRGE~3) and nacelle grid generation (~GRIDA) 
computer programs, the grid ir.terface (LK) computer program, and the 
wing/nacelle flow solution (TWN) computer program. Descriptions of the re-
spective subroutines, definitions of the required input parameters, a brief 
discussion on interpretation of the output, and sample cases illustrating ap-
plication of the analysiS are provided for each of the four computer programs. 
An isolated nacelle transonic flow analysiS computer program has been 
developed as a part of this investigation. The theory and usage of the iso-
lated nacelle prograa is discussed in a separat~ report. 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
ORIGP.-!.l1L pr&~ t~j 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Reliablo and efficiant thr~e-di~Gnnional transonic analYSis methods are 
required to ~kQ realiot1c ~nd coot-effective predictions of aircraft aero-
dynru:lics. Early cfforto to predict the transonic flow field abollt nircraft 
multico~ponent configurations are based on the transonic small dioturbance 
formulation. This alloua the geometry of the configuration to be greatly 
simplified and the surface boundary condition to be applied on a mean approxi-
mate surface. Accurate prediction of such flou fields, ho~ever, requires the 
use of the full-potential formulation and the generation of a suitable 
surface-fitted grid. Because each aircraft component (wing, nacelle, fuse-
lage) requires, in general, a grid system that is usually incompatible with 
the grid systems of the other components, the generation of a single surface-
fitted grid for the entire configuration is a difficult task. In such a 
global grid, control of grid point distribution, skewness, and clustering 
would be difficult to achieve. 
In the present investigation, an alternate approach is employed in com-
puting the transonic flow field about Wing/nacelle configurations. The 
approach taken in developing this mu1ticomponent algorithm uses a component-
adaptive grid embedding scheme in which the global computational grid is 
composed of a series of overlapped ~omponent grids, where each component grid 
is optimized for a particular geometry such as the wing or nacelle. The AF2 
approximate factorization a1gorithm l is used to determine the conservative 
full-potential equation solution on each component grid with trivariate inter-
polation being used to transfer property info~ation between the component 
grids. The AF2 algorithm has been applied to the computation of two-
dimensional transonic airfoil flows by Ho1st 2 and to the computation of three-
dimensional transonic wing flows by Holst and Thomas 3• Increases in conver-
gence speed by factors of 4 to 7 have been re&lized using the AF2 s:heme 
instead of using the standard transonic relaxation scheme, successive-1ine-
over-relaxation. 
Using the component-adaptive grid approach requires that the grid 
generation and flow solution algorithms be available for each component in the 
configuration. For determining the solution for Wing/nacelle .onfigurations, 
this then requires that an isolated wing algorithm and an isolated nacelle 
algorithm be available to be linked to form the combined mu1ticomponent algo-
rithm. In the present investigation, the NASA-Ames GRGEN3 wing grid gene-
ration Fortran program and the TWING transonic wing flow analysis Fortran 
program) are employed in computing the wing component flow field. To deter-
mine the nacelle component flow field, the NGRIDA nacelle grid generation 
program and the NACELLE nacelle flow analYSis program are employed. The 
NGRIDA and NACELLE Fortran programs were developed as part of the present 
study and their use for the computation of three-dimensional transonic flows 
about isolated nacelle/inlet configurations is docum~nted in Reference 4. The 
r.H~G and ~ACELLE programs have been combined to prodl\ce a Wing/nacelle multi-
component flow analysis algorithm called !',.:N. An additional Fortran program, 
called LK, has been developed which interfaces the component grids. 
Preliminary results employing this analysis method are reported in Reference 
5. 
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SECTION II 
ORimNAl PAw:; rs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
COMPUTATIOnAL m:THOD 
1. INTRODUCTIOn 
Both the wing and nacella body-fitted cocputational grids are dete~ined 
using numerical mesh generation techniquea. The GRGEN3 and NGRIDA Fortran 
computer program~ determine the wing and nacelle component grids. 
respectively. After the component grids are established. grid interfacing is 
performed using the LK Fortran program. The global computational grid is then 
used by the TWN Fortran flow analysiJ program in dete~ining the multi-
component flow field. The efficient AF2 approximate factorization scheme is 
used by the TWN algorithm in solving the system of finite-difference 
equations, 
In this section, the computational ~ethods used to generate the 
curvilinear component meshes and to obtain t~e Inviscid flow solution are 
presented. Computed results and comparison with experimental data are 
presented to illustrate appli:ation of the analysis. 
2. CO~PONENT GRID TOPOLOGY AND GENERATION 
The global computational grid is composed of the wing and nacelle 
component grids, each of which is generated separately. Each component grid 
is body-fitted and is determined using a numerical grid-generation algorithm. 
2.1 WI~iG COxpom::·n GRID GENERATION 
The wing flow field solution is dete~ined on a three-dimensional 
body-fitted curvilinear mesh. The wing compu~ational mesh is obtained using 
two-dimensional numerical grid generation techniques for a series of spanwise 
stations which are distributed along the wing span starting at the root 
symmetry plane and progressing past the wing tip into the far field. 
Figure La illustrates the O-type body-fit:ed grid for an isolated wing. 
The base Cartesian coordinates are denoted by x, y, and z. The computational 
curvilinear coordinates are denoted by ~, n. and~. The ~ coordinate is in 
the wraparound direction. init1at~s at' the wing upper surface trailing edge, 
and terminates at the wing lower surface trailing edge. The r, coordinate is 
in the s?anwise direction, initiates at the root symmetry plane, and 
terminates at the free-stream sidewall boundary. The ~ coordinate is in the 
radial or normal direction, initiates at the outer computational boundary, and 
terminates at the wing surface. 
The wing surface grid points are clustered near the ~ing leading and 
trailing edges using either a conformal mapping distribution or a geometric 
stretching function expressed in terms of the arc length measured from the 
wing edge points. The outer boundary points are distributed at equal angular 
increments around the body. 
Once the wing surface and outer boundary me-II point distributions have 
been dete~ined for a given spanwise station, the interior ~esh point 
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Figure 1. Isola~ed wing grid topology. 
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location~ arc deterained by iteratively solving the two ~oupled Laplace 
equationo 
t" + t" • 0 
"xx "zz 
~ + po • 0 xx "zz 
(1) 
(2) 
These equations arc tran9formed to and solved in the computational domain 
where ~ and ~ are the independent variables and x and z are the dependent 
variables. An alternating-direction-implicit (ADI) relaxation algorithm is 
u~ed to solve the governing finite-difference equations 2• This then 
establish~s the grid point coordinates at each spanwise station used in 
defining the wing geometry. Clustering of the spanwise stations is perfo~ed 
in the vici~ity of the wing root, tip, and span location of the nacelle. 
The GRGE~) Fortran computer program) is us~j to generate the wing 
component grid. For the case of a wing with no section variation, only the 
section geometry for the root defining station n~eds to be entered. In this 
case, the grid coordinates are found using the numerical relaxation technique 
for the root and tip stations. The grid coordinates for the remaining wing 
spanwise stations are found by linearly interpolating between the root and tip 
stations. Off the wing tip, the grid is generated for wing sections of zero 
thickness. For arbitrary wing configurations, taper, twist, thickness, and 
sweep variations can be accounted for by specifying the wing section geometry 
at a number of spanwise stations. 
Figure lh illustrates the rectangular computational domain which 
corresponds to the physical domain of Figure lao The physical space 
boundaries transform into boundaries in co~putational space. This allows for 
accurate and straightforward boundary condition imple~entation. The mesh 
points are equally spaced in c~QPutational spac~ thereby pe~itting the use of 
standard finite-difference formulae in the flow solution analysis. 
To use the isolated wing grid in the present multico~ponent flow field 
analysis, selected interior mesh points are deleted from the grid in order to 
accommodate the nacelle geometry. Figure 2 illustrates a view of the wing 
grid at a span station which contains the nacelle. The aperture in the 
interior of the grid in physical space creates an irregularly shaped void in 
the wing computational space domain. 
2.2 NACELLE COMPONENT GRID GE:mRATION 
The nacelle flow field solution is determined on a three-dimensional 
body-fitted curVilinear computational mesh. The nacelle cooputational mesh is 
obtained by using two-dimensional numerical grid generation techniques for a 
series of ceridional planes which are splayed circumferentially around the 
body (a meridional plane is a plane containing the longitudinal axis of the 
inlet). 
Figure J illustrates the C-type nacelle/inlet body-fitted grid for 3 
nacelle extended in the downstreac direction. The base Cartesian coordinates 
are denoted by x, y, and z. Figure)a shows the meridional ?lane grid 
5 
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Figure 2. Side view of wing component grid at a span 
station containing the nacelle. 
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topoloGY, vhcrcaa Fi8~re 3b illuotrates the grid ao viewed along the 
longItlcllnol axIs of the inlet wh~ch is the local x axis. The cooputational 
curvilinear coordin3tcD are donoted by~, n, and~. The; coordinete is in 
the wraparound direction, initiates at the external outflow surface, and 
temin4tca at the CCt:lpre090r face outflow surface. The n' coordinate 19 in the. 
circuoferentlal dIrection, initiates at the 6 • 0 meridional plane, and 
terminatea at tha e D2~ oerid1onal plane. The ~ coordinate is in the radial 
direction, initiates at the outer cooputational boundary (or centerline 
boundary), and teminateG at the body surface. The e • 0 and e • zrr 
meridional planes are cOincident. If a pylon were present, then the pylon 
geometry would be contained between these two meridional stations. 
The surface grid points are clustered in the regio~ of the nacelle hilite 
(leading edge point of the nacelle). The clustering is achieved by using a 
geometrtc stretching function which is expressed in terns of the arc length 
measured along the body from the hilite point. The outer computational 
boundary point distribution is determined by using either an angular 
distri~ution function expressed in terms of an angle measured about the 
nacelle hilite, or by using an arc length distribution along the outer 
boundary. 
Once the surface and outer boundary mesh point distributions have been 
determined, the interior mesh point locations are computed using the NASA-Ames 
GRAPE 6 algorithm. The GRAPE algorithm determines the interior field point 
coordinates by iteratively solving two coupled Poisson equations. For 
axisymmetric geometries, this two-dimensional grid generation procedure is 
applied for only one meridional plane, ~nd the grid poi~t locations on the 
remaining meridional planes are found by using Simple reflection techniques. 
For asymmetriC geometr1~s, the two-dimensional zrid generation algorithm can 
be applied f~r each mer~dional plane. 
·The GRAPE two-dimensional grid generation algorithm is contained within 
the ~GRIDA nacelle grid generation program and is used solely to obtain the 
interior grid point locations. The boundary point locations are computed in 
NGRIDA and are supplied to the GRAPE subalgorithm to he used as boundary 
conditions. After the interior field point coordinates have been dete~ined, 
point reordering, and grid translation, scaling, and reflection are performed 
in NGRIDA. The detailed theory of the ~GRIDA nacelle grid generation 
algorithm is discussed in Reference 4. 
Figure 4 illustrates the rectangular computational domain which 
corresponds to the physical domain shown in Figure). The physical space 
boundaries transform into boundaries in computational space. 
Figure 5 illustrates a typical meridional plane interface grid. The 
inlet centerline, which is the x axis, represents a singularity in the three-
dimensional grid mapping. The computational grid boundary is displaced a 
small distance away from the x axis. An extrapolation and averaging 
technique, described later, is used to obtain flow pr~perties on the 
centerline. 
). GOVERNWG EQUATIONS FOR THE INVISCID FL:)\~ 
The inviscid flow gas dynamic codel is based on the assumption of steady 
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potcn:lal flov vhich requires that the flow be both irrotational and 
isentropic. The governing equations for steady three-dimensional potential 
no. ar. 81v •• by ~\ +~;)" +~9t _ 0 (ll 
1 
p • [1 - ~~ (U~t + V~~ + W~,}Jy:r (4) 
where~, 1'1, and ~ denote the system of curvilinear coordinates, r, V, and W 
are the contravariant velocity components in the ~ , 1'1, and t dir~ctions. 
respectively, p is the density, J is the Jacobian of transform?tion fro~ the 
Cart:esian coordinate system (x, y, z) to the general curvilbear coordinate 
system (~, 1, ~), ~ is the velocity potential function, and Y is the specific 
heat ratio. The density and contravariant velocity components are no~aliz~rl 
by the stagnation density and critical sonic speed, respectively. 
~quation (3) is the full-potential ~qu~tion in stror.g cons~rvatiun law 
fo~. It expresses nass continuity for steady three-dimensional flows •. 
~qu~tion (~) expresses entropy conservation and is used to compute the density 
given the velocity potential field. 
The contravariant velocity components can be expressed in terms of the 
Cart~sian velocity components as 
u .. u~ 
"x 
+ v~ + w~ y "z 
" 
.. ul'1
x 
+ vl1 + wl'1 z y 
W .. ul:; + vI:; -+- we; 
x y z 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
where u, v, and w denote the nondimensional velocity components alone the x, 
y, and z Cartesian coordinate axes, respectively. The contravariant velocity 
components can be also expressed in ter.ns of the velocity potential ~ as 
U .. AIQ~ + A.~ + A_> (8) 
.. .. 1'1 ) 1; 
(9) 
(10) 
The metric parameters '\ (i .. 1 to 6) and the Jacobian of transformation 
J are given by 
Al .. ~ 2 + E;y 2 -+- i;% ~x 2 A4 '" ~xr'\x -+- ~y"ly + ; ~ z z 
A • r'\ 2 + l"Iy 2- + n 2 AS" t::x';x + 
:- ,. 
-+- - .; (11) 
Z x z 'y''1 "z z 
A·" 2. + Z; 2. + ~ 2. A a r'\ ,. + r'\ ,. + r'\ zC;z 3 'x: '} ~z 6 x"x y"'1 
11 
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(12) 
The following QQtric rQlation~ are alao required in defining the capping froc 
physical space to co~putational space: 
~ . J(Ynzr,; - Y Z ) n • J{Yr,;Z~ - Y ~z r,;) r,; • J(Y~Zn - YnZ~> x r,; n x x 
C;y J(xr,;zn xnzr,;> fly • J(xc;zr,; - xr,;zc;> r,; • J(xnz~ - x;zn> • Y 
E;z • J(x l1 y r,; - "r,;y n) n • J(xr,;Yt; - x~Yr,;) r,;z 
.. J(x.y 
- x y~) z . to :-. !'\ n "> 
The metric parameters are obtained numerically using standard second-
order or fourth-order accurate finite-difference formulae to compute 
derivatives of the form x~, "<n' Xr , y~, etc. Then using the cetric relations 
given by equations (13), the inverse quantities ~ , 11 , etc., are determined. 
Substitution of these values into equations (11) ~nd (12) yields the Ai and 
Jacobian J. 
4. !\'U!-lERICAL ALGORITHM 
4.1 BASIC rI~ITE-DIFFERE~CE SCHEME 
The present numerical algorithm is based on the finite-difference 
formulation used by Holst and Thomas) in computing transonic wing flows. In 
this algorithm, the full-potential equation residual is given by 
.. oV + 6 (._) + 
T1 J i,j~,k 
(13) 
6t; (ow) 
J i,j,k~ (14) 
where L~i i k denotes the residual operator, and i, j, and k denote the grid 
point indl~es in the t; (wraparound), n (circumferential or spanwise), and r,; 
(radial) directions, respectively. The magnitude of the re~idu3l LO i j k ~ 
approaches zero as convergence is attained. The operators 0;( ), 6n ( " and c~ ( ) are first-order accurate backward finite-difference operators (applied at 
midpoints) for the C;, n, and ~ directions, respectively. The terms p, p, and 0 
are upwind-biased density coefficients given by expressions of the form 
+ v p i~,j,k i~+r,j,k (1S) 
where r denotes an upwind point along the ~ direction, and v is an artificial 
viscosity coeffiCient. In equation (15), the physical density 0 is computed 
using ~quation (4) with central differences used for determining the 
deri ... .ltives of ¢. Th~ artificial viscosity coeffIcient v is given by 
12 
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v • 0 IF "l,J,k < 1 
(16) 
v • C (~21,J,k - 1) IF M1,j,k> 1 
where M is the local Mach nuaber. and C is a user-specified constant. The 
artificial viscosity coefficient C typically ranges froo 1.0 to 2.0, with the 
larger values producing greater upuinding. Expressions similar to equation 
(15) hold for ~ and P which effect upwinding in the n and ~ directions, 
respectively. 
The finite-difference equations are solved using the AF2 approxioate 
factorization scheme which has proved to be significantly more efficient than 
successive-line-overrelaxation schemes J • The AF2 algoritho is written in a 
three-step for.n as: 
First-Step: 
1 + + n n 
(a - ~ 0nAjOn) gi,j • QwL~i,j,k 
+ ~+1 f~,j,k+1 
Second-Step: 
.. 
+ 1-+ -: n n 
(A. +- B, 0, - - o.A . .J.) f. j • ,. gi,j 
-1<, .... .:l ... 1.... 1." r(. 
Third-Step: 
.n 
t i .. 
• J ,t< 
(17) 
(IS) 
(19) 
In equations (17) to (19), ~ is a tioe-like factorization paraoeter chosen to 
maintain stability and attain fast convergence, S~ is a factor that controls 
the amount of dissipation required in regions of supersonic flow, w is a 
relaxation factor, n is the iteration number, L¢i i k is the mass residual 
[defined by equation (14)1, f and g are intermediate functions which are 
obtained during the solution process, and Ci . k is the potential function 
correction given by .J. 
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Ai .. - n (pA1/J) 1-':I,j ,It 
Aj • - n (PAzIJ) 1,j-~,k 
""-
- n (PA3/J)1,j ,k-~ 
In Steps 1 and 2 the g and f functions are obtained by solving a 
tridiagonal system of equations while in St~~ ; t~e correction Ci . k is 
obtained by solving a bidiagonal system of equations. ,J, 
The iterative relaxation procedura can be viewed as a time-marching 
integration algorithm in pseudotime. Using this analogy, the factori-
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
zation parameter a appearing in equations (17), (18), and (19) can be regarded 
as the reciprocal of the marching pseudotime step. To eliminate all 
components of the error frequency spectrum, it is generally preferable to 
employ a variable time step which sequentially varies with iteration number. 
The small values of a are particulary effective in reducing the low frequency 
errors, while the large values of a are effectiv~ in reducing the high 
frequency errors. 
The factorization parameter a is compute~ using a repeating ~::'iuence 
which is based on iteration number 1• The a sequence that is emr~oyed is given 
by 
(k :a 1,2,···,~) (24) 
where a 1 is the lower limit of a. ah is the upper limit, and ak is the value 
of a for the kth element of the sequence. For all cases presented herein, the 
number of eleme;ts in the sequence M was equal to 3. The optimum values of at 
and ~ are generally determined by numerical experiment. 
4.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
At the surf3ce of the wing or nacelle, the contravariant velocity W in 
the ~-coordinate direction is equated to zero as this satisfies the flow 
tangency condition. At a body surface, the derivative tern ¢~ is calculated 
from 
(25) 
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where the der1vntiveo O~ and ¢~ are found using second~order differencing in 
the ~aconotant boundary surface. 
At tho c~preaGor face outflou surface inside the inlet, the 
contravariant velocity Uo in the ~-coordinate direction is specified. Given 
the local Cartesian velocity components u, v, and w, and the metric quantities 
~x' ~ , and ~%' Uo can be determined using ~~ua~ion (5). At the compressor face,Y the flow is assumed to be uniform and in the axial (x) direction. The 
local flow velocity and density are fixed by specification of the required 
engine mass How rate. Once Uo has been determined, the de':'ivative term ¢!;" is 
calculated from ~ 
where ~ and)_ ar~ found using second-order rlifferencing in the ~~constant 
boundar~ surfate. 
(26 ) 
For the nacelle component algorithm, the grid centerline boundary is 
offset a small distance from the centerline to avoid the mappin8 singularity 
at the centerline. To dete~ine property values on the centerline, an extra-
polation and averaging procedure is employ~~, which is fully discussed in 
Reference :. • 
. -\t the wing syau:tetry plane boundary, the contravariant velocity V in the 
l1-coordinate direction is equated to zero. .\t the wing free-stream sidewall 
boundary, the initial free-stream distribution of ~ is held fixed as is the 0 
distribution for the wing grid outer boundary for non-lifting cases. For 
lifting calculations, the ~ distri~ution on the wing grid outer boundary is 
updated using a compressible vortex solution as this improves convergence 
speed). The wing circulation is computed at the end of each wing algorithm 
iteration by calculating the potential jump along the vortex sheet • 
. The nacelle component grid outer boundary constitutes the grid overlap 
region outer boundary. The grid overlap region inner boundary is constituted 
by the irregularly shaped boundary which is obtained from deleting selected 
interior field points from the wing component grid in order to accommodate the 
nacelle geometry (see Figure 2). For the overlap region inner and outer 
boundaries, the velocity potential ~ or the velocity potential normal 
derivative On can be specified. Both options were tried in two dimensions 7 
and no significant differences in the final results vere observed. However, 
specifying the velocity potent1al which is a scalar quantity is easier to 
implement and requires less computational effort as compared to specifying the 
velocity potential normal derivative. 
The portion of the overlap region inner boundary adjacent to the engine 
exhaust plane at the aft end of the nacelle requires special treatment. A 
uniform axial velocity is specified at the nacelle aft station and a 
three-point extrapolated difference is used to provide the required values of 
the potential function at the wing grid points immediately downstream of this 
station. 
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In eddition to opecifying 9 on the overlap region boundariea, it io 
necQoosry to opacify boundary conditiono for the f and'g intercedi~te 
corroction3 for uao in the wins component alaorit~. For th~ f intcrQediatc 
correction in the ~-uraparound coordinate direction, the Dirichlet boundary 
condition f - 0 io ~poaed on tho overlap region inner boundary in perforQing 
the ~~ns c~ponent flou field calculations. For the 8 intercediate correction 
in the n-apanuioa coordin4te direction, the Ne~ann boundary'condition g - 0 
is tcposed on the overlap rea ion inner boundary. Both the f and g corre2tions 
approach zero as the iterative procedure progresses and convergence is 
attained. 
For the nacelle component algorithm, the Dirichlet boundary condition f a 
o is imposed at the external outflow surface of the nacelle grid in solving 
the system of factorized difference equations in the ~-wraparound coordinate 
direction. Periodic differencing is employed in the n-circumferential 
direction. 
4.3 ITERATION PROCEDURE 
The computation is started by initializing the entire velocity potential 
field. For the external flow around the wing and nacelle cowling, the 
initialization of the potential field is performed using free-stream velocity 
components. For the internal flow initialization inside the inlet, the local 
velocity is assuoed to be axial and is computed using a Mach number which is 
deterQined from the implicit relation 
-(y+l) 
~ (1 + 1;1 ~2)2(Y-l) (27) 
where M and Mcf denote the local and compressor face Mach numbers, 
respectively, and A and A f denote the local and compressor face flow areas, 
respectively. Equation (t7) was obtained using one-dimensional gas dynamic 
fOrQulae and simply expresses mass continuity for the captured stream tube. 
To determine the internal potential field, a trapezoidal rule integration is 
used. The compressor face Mach number ~cf is fixed by specification of the 
required engine mass flow rate. 
Once the entire potential fiel~ has been initialized, the .ing algorithm 
is then executed for a specified number of iterations (typically 4~ ·50) 
holding 9 constant on the overlap inner boundary. The nacelle alGorithm is 
then executed for a specified number of iterations (typically 40- 50) using 
overlap outer boundary conditions as determined from the wing so~utbn. .\ •. 
this stage, the wing algorithm is again executed using updated (ae'. L1P innr.:r 
boundary conditions obtained from the nacelle solution. This pr:c~~s is 
repeated until overall convergence is achieved. Typically 4 to 5 cycl~5 ~re 
required for convergencp. with 40 to 50 iterations being performed in t-·:Jth thf! 
wing and nacelle component algorithms per cycle. 
4.4 I~TERGRID PROPERTY T~~SFER 
!1ultivariate interpolation is employed to transfer property i~.fo~~ation 
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betvllcn tho cc:lponcnt srido. To effect intergrid prope,rty transfer for the 
wing/necallo confinurntion requires e~ploying a trivariate interpolation 
polynoo1nl since tho cooponent grids do not have a common coordinate surf3ce. 
To reduce th~ coding 10Sic. a trivariate polyno~!al based on a linear Taylor 
serieD oxpanoion U30 C3ployed. Intcrpol~tion is performed in computational 
(t.n.~) apace u~inn a polynocial of the form 
f(E;tn.~) • f + fl" (~-E;) + f (n - n ) + f.. (1;-1;0), 
o .,0 0 no 0 "0 
(28) 
where f(E;.n.1; ) denotes the interpolated flou property at the point (E;.n .1; ). 
and the subscript 0 denotes a selected interpolation base point in 
computational space. The derivatives appearing in equation (28) are evaluated 
using standard second-order accurate differen~e for~ulae. POint (~ ,~ ~ ) 
o I) Q is selected as the mesh point closest to the desired interpolation point (;, ~, ~). 
The use of the trivariate interpolation polynomial given by equation (28) 
in some cases produced oscillations in the interpolated values of the velocity 
potential. The nacelle component grid lies in a region where the wing 
component grirl is relatively coarse, thereby creating a disparity in the 
average cell size betueen the two grids in the overlap region where the 
interpolation is perfo~ed. It was found that the best results were obtained 
by employing a relatively fine grid for the wing and a relatively coarse grid 
for the nacelle. To ensure a monotonic behavior for the interpolated overlap 
boundary potential values, explicit smoothing is performed in the streamwise 
direction after each cycle of the wing/nacelle solution. 
5. ~RICAL RESULTS 
Selected numerical results are now presented to illustrate application of 
the analysis. 
The first set of computed results are :or a hypothetical Wing/nacelle 
configuration. The wing geometry is represented by a ~ACA 0012 wing which has 
an aspect ratio of 6.0. zero tuist, and which is unswept and untapered. The 
nacelle geometry is represented by the Lockheed-Georgia GELACI axisymmetric 
nacelle/inlet configuration. The nacelle is located at the 50% span station 
and has its axis parallel to the wing chord. 
The wing geometry is the default geometry contained within the GRGEN) 
wing grid generation code. The nacelle geo~etry is the default geometry 
contained within the NGRIDA nacelle grid generation code. The results of 
isolated nacelle (low field computations for the GEL~Cl nacelle are presented 
in Reference 4. 
The grid topologies used for this Wing/nacelle multicooponent flow field 
computation are illustrated in Figures 6, 7, and 8. Figure 6 shows a frontal 
view of the composite overlapped grid system. The outer wing grid is 
generated for a series of spanwise stations. T~e span stations are clustered 
near the location of the nacelle. The inner nacelle grid is generated for a 
series of meridional planes spaced in equal angular increoents around the 
body. A side view of the composite grid system at the span station coincident 
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Figure 6. Front view of NACA0012-wing /GELAC1-nacelle 
configuration global grid. 
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Figure 7. Side view of NACA0012-wing/GELACl-nacelle 
configuration global grid. 
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wIth tho nncallo oY22~try plane is given in Figure 7. The overlap region 
between th~ winG o-Srid and tha n~celle C-grid is clearly illuatrated in this 
figure. Tho 04cella intorf~co grid io illustrated in iaolation in Figure 8. 
Tho grid aeneration proceduro uncd to obtain a nacelle interface grid is 
alcont identicnl to that used to obtain on isolated nacelle grid except that 
for an interf~co grid the outor computational boundary is placed close to the 
body and typically the nueber of radial stationa is reduced. The wing 
cooponent grid for this cnce conaisted of 101 wraparound stations, 22 spnnwise 
stations, and 30 noreal stations. The nacelle coaponent grid conSisted of 67 
wraparound stationa, 13 circuaferential stations, and 5 radial stations. 
Figure 9 illustrates the coaputed surface solution for this Wing/nacelle 
configuration at a free-stream Mach number Mooof 0.63 and at an angle of 
attack a of 2.0 degrees. Shown in this figure is the surface pressure 
coefficient c versus the fractional distance along the chord x/c (distance/ 
chord length)Pfor the 50i. span station (n 2 0.5). Results are presented for 
the wing/nacetle multicomponent flow calculation and for an isolated wing 
calculation. The wing/nacelle calculation was performed assuming that the 
inlet capture ratio was 0.7 and that the ratio of the engine exhaust plane 
velocity to the free-stream velocity was 2.25. The effect of including'the 
nacelle is to reduce the suction level on the upper win~ surface and to 
increase it on the lower surface near the aft portion of the nacelle (wing 
leading edge). The high engine exhaust jet velocity increases the flow 
velocity near the lower wing surface, thereby reducing the circulation and 
hence the lift. The midspan wing section lift coefficient for the isolated 
wing calculation was 0.287. For the wing/nacelle calculation, the midspan 
section lift coefficient was reduced to 0.24. These results agree 
qualitatively with what is observed experimentally8. The wing/nacelle mutual 
interference calculation required four cycles through both the wing and 
nacelle component algorit~s to achieve convergence which corresponds to a 
three order of ~agnitude reduction in the maximum residual. The computation 
required approximately 5 hours of CPU execution time on the DEC VAX-ll/780 
computer. Approximately one million words of core 'storage ~ere required for 
the computation. 
Figure 10 illustrates the computed midspan wing pressure distribution for 
the NACA0012-wing/GELAC1-inlet configuration for the conditions of a 
free-stream ~ch number of 0.75 and 1 degree angle of attack. For this 
computation, the inlet capture ratio was maintained at 0.7 but the ratio of 
the engine exit plane velocity to the free stream velocity was now equated to 
1.15. Again, results are presented for an isolated wing solution and a 
wing/nacelle mutual interference solution. In this case, the wing upper 
surface presoure distribution 1s slightly altered by the presence of the 
nacelle, however, the lower surface pressure distribution is markedly 
different. In this case, the lower surface flow undergoes a rapid expansion 
followed by a strong shock at the 404 chord location. The net effect is a 
reduction in the sectional lift. These results indicate that the sense and 
magnitude of the nacelle interference effects are strongly dependent on the 
exhaust jet velocity, free-stream conditions, 3nd nacelle lccation. 
The next set of' computed results are for a recently-designed 
Lockheed-Georgia Wing/nacelle configuration. The ~ing geometry employs 
supercritical airfoil sections and is both swept and ,apered. The nacelle 
geometry is again the GEL~Cl axisymmetric nacelle/inlet configuration. The 
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nac:ollc plane of lSy:::':!otry is again located at tho \ling oidup:m ( fl- 0.5). 
Ficureo 11, 12, and 13 illustrate tho slobal co~putntional grid for this \ling/ 
nacelle configur~t1on. Figure 11 chows 4 front~l view of thQ overlapped 
component arid systeo, vhcrcac Figure 12 shows A sida view At the span 
location of thQ nacello 5~Qtry plane. Figuru 13 illu3trate~ ~ planform view 
of the wins and n~calle. Th~ vlns co~ponent grid ~Clployed 101 wraparound 
stations, 22 spanw1se stations. ~nd 30 30rmal otati~n9. tho n~celle coopcnent 
srid ~ployed 67 wraparound otations, 13 ~ircuofQrcntial stations, and 5 
r.1ld1al stations. 
Figures 14, 15. and 16 present the computed wins pressur~ distributions 
for this «ing/nacelle configuration at the 46:. SOt, and OO~ span stations. 
respectively. The free-stream Mach nuober and i~c1dence used in the 
cOClputations correspond to 0.77 and 2 degrees, rQ~p~ct1ve1y. 0n ~ach of the 
thne figures. the computed solution is shown fo'C' 3n isol.1ted ybg calcu13tion 
and ro'C' ~ing/nacelle calculations usi~g exhaust j~t to free streao velocity 
r.Hios (Vi/V"",) of 1.2 3nd 1.9. The inlet captur~ t'.ltio W.lS 0.;', The nacelle 
interre'C'ence effect for each of the three spanwisQ locati~ns w~s to reduce the 
suction level on the wing upper surface with this ~ff~ct being ~o'C'e pronounced 
as the e~haust jet velocity was inc'C'eased. As th~ upper su'C'f~c~ suction level 
W.lS reduced, the shock was moved slightly fO~Jard fo'C' each of the three sp~n 
locations. The interference effect of the nacell~ ,)n the wing lowe'C' surface 
was to increase the suction levels near ~idchord. Again this ~ffect was core 
pt'~nounced at the higher exhaust jet velocity. On the 10w~r ~urface near the 
wing leading edge, the surface pressure was higher for the win~/nacelle 
configuration than the isolated wing except at the inboard station where the 
pressu'C'es were cocparable. For all three span stations illustr3ted. the 
interference effect of the nacelle decreased the s~ction~1 lift coefficients 
as cocpared to th~ isolated wing results. ~oreov~t', the rQduction in 
sectional lift became more pronounced as the exhaust jet velocity was 
i~cce3sed. Ove'C'all, the computed effects of the ndeelle interference with the 
wing flow field agree qualitatively with experi~ent.l1 observations. 
the final s~t of results are for the Lockheed C-SA mi1it3ry transpo'C't 
airc'C'aft9 • Figures 17, 18. and 19 present a frontjl view, sid~ view, and 
planfo~ view of the overlapped grid syste~ used fo'C' this cocputation. F1g~r~ 
20 illustrates the C-5A nacelle inte'C'face grid. Th~ contou'C's of the nacelle 
used 1n the computation rep'C'csent a flow-through nace~le which 1s used to 
si~ulate the actual turbofan flight 'ometry which is illustr~tud in Figure 
21. the wing component grid ecploye~ 101 wraparound stations, ~~ spanw1se 
stations. and 30 nOr::lal stations. The nacelle cot'lponent grid coployed 67 
wraparound stations, 13 circumferential stations, 3nd 5 rad1~1 stations. 
Figures 22 and 23 illustrate the cocputed and ~xperit'lent~t ~ing p'C'essure 
dist'C'lbutions at the 39% and 46% span stations, respectively. These results 
are fo'C' a free-stre~~ Mach number of 0.775 and zero incictenc~. The nacelle 
c.lptu.e 'C'at10 was aSSUI!leQ to be 0.55 and t',le engi"e exit pLHlI' c!xhaust 
velocity ~as taken as 1.125 times that of the fr~~-strean vel~clty. figure ~~ 
presents cOQPuted and expe.1mental results for both ~n iso13t~J wing and a 
wing/nacelle configuration. Figure 23 presents rdsults for th~ Wing/nacelle 
case c~ly. Refer'C'ing to the experimental results sho~~ on Fi~ure !2. the 
effect of adding the pylon and nacelle is to decre~ne the ?edk suction level 
on the wing upper surface, This trend is predicteJ by the an~lysis 
qu.llit<\tively. The analysis, however, overpredi.::.ts the sucti,1n level on ~he 
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Figure 14. Wing pressure distribution for Lockhced-
Georgia wing/nacelle configuration at 
467. span. 
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Figure 17. Front view of Lockhep.d C-SA wing/nacelle 
configuration global grid. 
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opper curf~ca fr~ approxiaately the 30% to 70% chord stations. This 
oVQrprcdictioa io prOBont both in the i~olntQd wing and win3/ndc~lte 
cc:putationc. The nnrceuent between analy019 and e~porioent for the wing 
lo~ar nurfnco io Gubotantially better. The ~nalysis overpredicts the lower 
SUrfACQ otatic prcoGure near the leading edga. 
Tho difference between the results of the analysis and expericent on the 
wins upper surfnce are attributed mainly to using conservative differencing 
without ~ployin8 a boundary layer correction and to wind tunnel interference 
effacts. The usc of congerva~ive differencing generally predicts stronger 
shocks than nonconservative differencing. How~ver, invoking a boundary layer 
correction will 8~nerally correct the cOlllpu~cd shock strength. The angle of 
stt..'lck used in the analysis was the same 3S th.lt of the e~per1t:lent. The 
(ll(p.H"bental \~ins lift coefficient was not .w31l.1ble9 • Consequently, it was 
not IXlssi!lli> to detet":'Jine the angle of 3ttJ.d;, to I)e used in the analysis that 
~oulJ ~dt~h the oeasured lift coefficient ~nd then to compare the pressure 
distri~utions at the corrected i~cidencc~ T~e difference betwe~n the results 
of the analysis and experiment on the win~ low~r surface near the leading edge 
dre jttributed oainly to the absence of pylon modeling in the analysis. 
Fisure ~~ coopares the resul~s of the an~lysis and experiment for the 
C-5A ,:onfisuration at the 60% span station. This case corresponds to a 
fr\!e-,.tr~M::t ~t.1ch nUr.lber of 0.7. a 2 degree .1nsl~ of attack, an inlet capture 
ratio ot 0.55, and exhaust jet to free-strc~ velocity ratio of 1.2. Results 
ar~ pr~se~ted for an isolated wing and a wing/nacelle configuration. In this 
case, the agreement between analysis and experiment is encour3ging on the wing 
upper surface tor the Wing/nacelle configuration. The ~greelllent on the wing 
lower surface is also good in the region froe the wing cidchord aft. 
An effort was ~ade to include swept pylon effects into the analysis. A 
pyl~n of infinitesimal thickness was position~d at the spanwise station 
cont3ining the nacelle symmetry plane. A flow tangency condition was ir.lposed 
on th~ pylon surt.1ce enforCing the contravari~nt velocity V in the n-direction 
to be ~~ro on both sides of the pylon. This condition was imposed in both the 
~in~ and nacelle component algorithms. Difficulties were encountered, 
how\!vcr. in achieving converged solutions with the pylon codel included. This 
WaS felt to be due to the fact that the grid was not aligned with the swept 
pylon leading edge and to the fact that with wing sweep a spanwise velOCity 
e~ists ~hich causes the pylon to be loaded thereby requiring the inclusion of 
a vort~~ sh~et _~ich eo~nates froc the pylon trailing edge. Ti~e constraints 
in the present investigation did not allow these difficulties to be completely 
resolved. 
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SECTION III 
SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this section, a brief description is given of the function of each 
subroutine in GRGEN3 and NGRIDA grid generation Fortran programs, the LK grid 
interface Fortran program, and the ~N flow solution Fortran program. This 
information supplements the information available 1n the form of comcent 
statements Within the respective programs. 
2. SUBROUTI~~ DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE GRGENl YI~G GRID GF.NE~\7ION PROG~~~ 
GRGE~). This program routine is the ~ain control routine in the GRGEN3 wing 
grid generation program. The program execution is initiated by 
entering ~~!ELIST GRID3D which defines the parameters needed to 
determine the three-dimensional body-fitted wing grid. Routine 
GRGEN3 then calls SUBROUTI~ffi ¥DIST to establish the grid plane dis-
tribution in the spanwise direction. SU3ROUTINE GRGE~ is then called 
to determine the grid point distribution for each spanwise station 
that is used to define the wing geometry. The finished grid coordi-
nate data are then loaded onto disk files TAPE 9 and TAPE 10 for 
input to the LK grid interface program. 
YDIS! • This subroutine 1s used to establish the spanwise ~rid coordinate 
distribution. The spanwise grid planes are usually clustered near 
the wing root and wing tip and near the span location of the nacelle. 
SUBROUTI~C: \1lIST is called from routine GRGE:n. 
GRGEN. This subroutine i~ used to determine the grid point distribution on a 
giv~n spanwise station. NAMELIST GRIDIN is first read to enter the 
parameters required in the ADI relaxation sche~e. SUBROUTI~C: GE~PAC 
is then called to determine the coordinates of the local wing 
section. At this stage, SUBROUTINE IN~C:R is called to ascertain the 
surface Grid point distribution by clustering poi~ts near the leading 
and trailing edges of the wing. SUBROUTl~C: OUTER is then called to 
determine the outer boundary grid point locations. Finally, SUB-
ROUTINE GRGEN calls SUBROUTINE ADI to determine the interior field 
point locations by iteratively solving two coupled Laplace equations. 
SUBROUTI~C: GRGEN is called from routine GRGt~3. 
GEMPAC. This subroutine dete~ines the wing section coordinates for each spln 
station that is used to define the wing geo~etry. Seven basic geom-
etry defini tions are contained wi thin SL"SROUTI:-;'E GF.:1P.\C and are con-
trolled by the input para~eter lOPT. SL"3ROUTI~ GE~!P.\C is c.alled 
from SL~RO~TI~C: GRGEN. 
I~NER. This subroutin~ is used to dete~ine the grid poi~t distribution on 
the wing surface for each spanwise station at ~hi~~ the wing geometry 
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18 defln~d. The surface grid point clu5t~ring is controlled by the 
BIUU Input pUClctcr. SUBROUTINE INNER is called from SUBROUTINE 
enGEN. 
!hio eubroutina i9 uaed to deteroine th~ grid point distribution on 
the circular outer c~putational boundary for each spanwise station 
at uhichthe \ling geo::letry is defined. The circular outer boundary 
is centered at the wing section leading edge. SUBROUTINE OUTER 10 
called from SUBROUTIlffi CRGEtl. 
This subroutine is used to print the computed grid point distri-
bution. The amount of printout is controlled by the input parameters 
~OUT5, IINCR, and JINCR. 
This subroutine is used to solve a tridiagonal system of simultaneous 
linear equations with fixed boundary conditions. SL~R0UTI~~ TRIB is 
called from SUBROUTINE ADI. 
This subroutine is used to solve a tridiagonal system of simultaneous 
lin~ar equations with periodic boundary conditions. SL~ROUTINE TRIP 
is called from SUBROUTI~ ADI. 
ADI. This subroutine is used to dete~ine the final interior grid point 
dl~tribution by solving t~o coupled Laplace equations using an alter-
nat'.ng-direction-impl1c1t iteration algorithm. SUBROUTI:-'~ ADI is 
called from SUBROUTINE GRGEN. 
CSPLI~. This subroutine is used to perform cubic spline interpolation to 
obtain the final distribution of surface grid points at each spanwise 
station where the wing geometry is defined. SL~ROUTI~ CSPLI~ is 
called froo SUBROUTINE I~mER. 
I~TERP. This subroutine is used to perform linear interpolation for the grid 
point coordinates between the spanwise stations at vhich the wing 
geometry is defined. SUBROUTI~E INTERP is called from routine 
(;RGE~3. 
3. SunROUTI~~ DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE NGRIDA ~ACELLE GRID GE~~RATION PRO~~ 
~GRIDA. This program routine is the main control routine in the ~GRIDA grid 
generation program. Routine NGRIDA first calls SL~ROUTI~~ ~I~PUT for 
data input, parameter initialization, and printing of prelioinary 
information. SUBROUTI~~ GENER is then called to control the actual 
numerical generation of the surface-fitted computational grid. 
NINPUT. This subroutine is used to enter the input data, perform parameter 
initialization, and print preliminary info~ation. The input data 
are ent~red by specification of the four ~~~LISTS LIST1, LIST2, 
LIST3, and LIST4. All input parameters have specified default 
values, and a default axisymmetric nacelle/inlet geooetry data set 
~as been loaded onto DATA statements within the program. At the end 
of Su~ROUTI~~ ~I~PUT, the input ~amelist data are printed to initiate 
the computer outpu~. SUBROUTI~ NINPUT Is called from routine 
~GRIDA. 
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CUBICS. !hiD oubroutino determineo the coefficients for a set of cubic spline 
polync~ia19 unich are used to interpolate for tho surface gcoQctry 
given tho a%i~l pooitionssnd corresponding surface radii for N tabu-
lar data pointe. TIle uge af cubic splines ensures continuity of 
surfnce radiuo. 9lop~. and curv~ture for the interpolated geooQtry. 
Tho opllno coefficients are found in teron of the ourface curvature 
values at each of tha Dupplied tabular data points. A sparse system 
of simultaneous linear equationa, Which deteraines the c~rvature 
values, is solved by calling SUBROUTINE GELG. SUBROUTI:re CUBICS is 
called from SUBROUTINE GENER. 
GENER. This subroutine contains the main control logic for nucerically 
generating the nacelle curVilinear computational grid. The initial 
step in GENER is to generate the cubic spline polynomial coefficients 
for both the external and internal nacelle surfaces by calling SUB-
~OUTISE CUBICS. The cubic spline polynomials are used to interpolate 
for the surface geometry. At this stage, the arc length measured 
from the nacelle hilite is determined at each of the user supplied 
tabular data points that define the geometry. From a set of user-
supplied stretching factors which effect clustering around the 
hilite, the arc length distributions for the (inal surface grid point 
locations are determined. From the surface grid point arc length 
distrib'Jtions, the axial and radial coordinates of the final surface 
grid points are found by interpolation using the cubic spline poly-
nomials. At this stage, the outer computational boundary grid point 
distribution is determined by one of two options. The first option 
determines the outer boundary point locations by USing an angular 
distribution where the boundary points are located on rays spaced in 
equal angular increments around the nacelle hilite. The second 
option determines the outer boundary point locations by using an arc 
l~n~th distribution with the spacing between points being controlled 
by us~r-supplied stretching parameters. At this stage, a file is 
written for the GRAPE algorithm which determines the interior field 
point locations by iteratively solving two coupled Poisson equations. 
After the ~~E algorit~ has been executed, conversion of the data 
format and plotting of the finished grid is performed by calling 
SL~ROUTI~~ CONVERT. At this stage, a reflection of the grid poi~t 
coordinates is performed to determine the point distributions on the 
remaining meridional planes. Finally, certain transition point in-
dices are determined and the grid point distribution is printed and 
also stored on a disk file for input to the flow solution program. 
SUBROUTINE GEIffiR is called from routine ~GRIDA. 
CO~ERT. This subroutine is used to convert the output from the GRAPE algo-
rithm into a format which is acceptable by the n~N flow solution 
algorithm. The GRAPE-generated grid poi~t coordinates are entered 
through a binary read of TAPE 7. The corners on the leading edge of 
the grid are then rounded and point reordering is pe.formed to cake 
the grid generator output consistent with the input format required 
by the TWN program. Translation and scaling of the ~rid are then 
performed. If desired, plotting of the finished grid is performed. 
The plotting routines use the ISSCO-O!SSPLA10 Fortran library of plot 
functions. If this subroutine librar, is not available, then the 
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plotting aacHon of the code Will: have to be modified to be coopat-
iblo ~th tho uGar'o particular installation. SUBROUTINE COtfVERT is 
called fro~ SUBROUTU.1E GENER. 
GELG. ThiD oubroutine is ured for oolving a system of simultaneous linear 
equationo. Tho systan io 60lved using Gaussian elimination with 
coopleto pivoting. This subroutine io IBM Library SUBROUTINE GELG.' 
SUBROUTINE CELG 19 called frO'Cl SUBROUTINE CUBICS. 
-
The remaining subroutines in the NGRIDA grid generation program com-
prise the CRAPE algoritho. Cursory descriptions of the functions of these 
subroutines are presented herein. Detailed subroutine descriptions are given 
in Reference 6. 
GRA?E. 
CKS!1TH. 
CSPLIN • 
This subroutine is the main control routine in the GRAPE algorithm. 
SUBROUTINE GRAPE is called from SUBROUTINE GE~R after the boundary 
grid point locations have been determined. SUBROVTI~E GRAPE deter-
mines the interior field point locations by calling in turn SUB-
ROUTI~ffiS I~PUT, INCHK, INNER, OUTER, SOLVE, ~nd OUTPUT. The grid 
point locations are transmitted back to SUBROUTI~E GE~R through use 
of a scratch disk file. 
This GRAPE algorithc subroutine is used to check for smoothness in an 
input array by paSSing a parabola through the three nearest neighbors 
of a point and then observing the difference between the actual value 
and that interpolated from the parabola. 
This GRAPE algorithm subroutine is used to perforc cubic spline curve 
fitting. 
Ie. This GRAPE algorithm subroutine is used to initialize the grid coord-
inate and forcing function arrays prior to starting the iterative 
relaxation procedure to determine the interior grid point locations. 
INCHK. This GRAPE algorithm subroutine is used to test for error3 on select-
ed input parameters for the GRAPE program. 
I~~R. This GRAPE algorithm subroutine is used to locate grid points on the 
inner cooputational boundary. 
INPUT. This GRAPE algorithm subroutine is used to enter the input data that 
is required for execution of the GRAPE program. 
INTERP. This GrAPE algorithm subroutine is used to interpolate from the 
coarse grid solution to obtain initial conditions for the fine grid 
solution. 
OUT[~. This G~~E algorithm subroutine is used to locate grid points on the 
outer computational boundary. 
OUTPUT. This ~\P~ algorithm su~routine is used to print ~he finished grid 
poi~t coordinates. 
REL~X. This G~~PE algorithm subroutine is used to solve the governing Pois-
4) 
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son equctiona uGir~ a BucccsGive-line-~vcr-relaxation iteration 
Gchco. 
Thio ~~ algorith3 subroutine i~ used to control the coarse and 
fina grid oolutions of the governing Poisson equations. 
This CP~ alsorit~ subroutina is used to Dolve a tridiasonal system 
of simultaneous linear equations with fixed boundary conditions. 
This GRAPE alsorit~ subroutine is used to solve a tridiagonal system 
of simultaneous linear equations with periodic boundary conditions. 
4. SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTI01iS FOR THE LK GRID I!ITERFACE PROGRA.''! 
LK. This program routine is the main control routine in the LK grid 
interface program. Routine LK ent~rs the wing grid coordinate data 
by reading disk files TAPE 9 and TAPE 10 along with the nacelle grid 
coordinate data by reading disk file TAPE 14. From the parameters 
entered on ~~ELIST ~ACEL, routine LK then scales the nacelle coord-
inate data to be consistent with the wing reference length. The 
nacelle grid c~ordinates are then transformed into the wing coord-
inate system. At this stage, the indices of the overlap region inner 
and outer boundaries are ascertained. SUBROUTI~ES FIX and MIX are 
then called to determine the interpolation grid point stencils for 
the points on the overlap boundaries. Finally, the interpolation 
point stencils and other variables required for interfacing the two 
grids are stored on the disk files TAPE 19 and TAPE 44. 
~m{. 
FIX. 
5. 
TWN. 
This subroutine is used to search the wing grid to ascertain those 
points that are nearest to a given point on the outer boundary of the 
nacelle grid. SUBROUTINE ~IIX also performs a search of the nacelle 
grid to ascertain those points that are nearest to a given point in 
the wing grid that is on the overlap region inner boundary. SUB-
ROUTI~E MIX is called from routine LK. 
This subroutine ascertains the interpolation point stencils used to 
determine the coefficients in a linear trivariate interpolation poly-
nomial that is employed to transfer property j~formation between the 
component grids. The interpolation polynomial 5 based on a first-
order accurate trivariate Taylor series expansion. SUBROUTINE FIX is 
called from routine LK. 
SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE TWN FLOI~ SOLUTION PROGRA11 
This program routine is the main control routine in the TWN flow 
analysis program. ~outine TWN calls SL~ROUTI~~S I~PU! and I~IT to 
enter the input data and to perform the parameter initialization 
which are required for the computation of the wing component flow 
field. SUBROUTI~S ~I~PUT and NINIT are then called to enter the 
input data and to ~~rform the parameter initializ3tion which are 
required for. the computation of the nacelle component flow field. 
The wing and nacelle flow field solutions are then computed in a 
cyclic iterative manner until overall convergence is achieved. SL~­
ROUTINES INTW and I~lC are called in the course of the computation to 
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interchanGe property data fro~ the ~in8 and nacelle cooponent grida. 
II~UT. Thio Gubroutina Ia used to enter the input data and perforo initiali-
zation of aclcctcd p~r~etcr8 ~\ich are uacd in the conputation of 
th=:a Vina cOlJponcnt floD field. The Input data arc;:ntarad by !lpec1-
fication of tho NAMELIST FLOWIN. The coordinate data for the uing 
c~ponent grid arc entered by reading disk files TAPE 9 and TAPE 10. 
SUBROUTINE INPUT i9 called froo routine TWN. 
NINPUT. This subroutine is used to enter the input data and porfora initiali-
zation of selected par~eters which are used in the computation of 
the nacelle component flow field. The.input data are entered by 
specification of the NAMELIST FLO~e. SUBROUTINE NINPUT is called 
from routine TWN. 
I~IT. This subroutine is used to initialize selected parameters employed in 
the computation of the wing component flow field. SUBROUTI~ INI! 
reads disk file TAPE 19 to enter the grid overlap region coordinate 
data that are generated by the LK grid interface program. SUBROUTINE 
INIT then calls SUBROUTINES METRIX and WRITXS to compute and store, 
respectively, the metric parameters used in the wing grid mapping 
from physical space to computational space. Finally, the wing 
potential field is initialized using free-stream velocity components. 
SUBROUTI~E INIT is called from routine TWN. 
INTW. This subroutine is used to interpolate the velocity potential values 
from the nacelle flow field solution which are then used as boundary 
conditions on the overlap region inner boundary for an ensuing wing 
flow field calculation. SL~ROUTI~c INrJ is called KCX times after 
every ITMAX iterations performed in the nacelle grid. SUBROUTINE 
INTW is called from routine TWN. 
INTC.· This subroutine is used to interpolate the velocity potential values 
from the wing flow field solution which are then used as boundary 
conditions on the overlap region outer boundary for an ensuing 
nacelle flow field calculation. SUBROUTI~E nne is called KCX times 
after every MAXIT iterations performed in the wing grid. SUBROUTINE 
I~TC is called from routine TWN. 
N!NIT. This subroutine is used to initialize selected parameters employed in 
the computation of the nacelle co~ponent flow field. SUBROUTINE 
NINIT first cooputes functions of the specific heat ratio and bi-
nomial expansior. coefficients used in the computation of the physical 
density. SUBROUTltffi METRIC is then called to determine the metric 
parameters used in the nacelle grid ma~ping from physical space to 
computational space. At this stage, the free-stream velocity magni-
tude and Cartesian velocity components are co~puted along with the 
appropriate outflow boundary condition parameters. Finally, the 
potential field i~ initialized. The external flow field points are 
initialized using free-stream velocity components, whereas the inter-
nal flow fie~d points Are initialized using velocities based on a 
local ~Iach number which itself i5 found from the area ratio and 
compressor face Mach number using one-dimensional gas dynamic formu-
lae. SUBROUTlm: NI~IT is called from routine T'JN. 
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SOLVE. Thio ccbroutlna io the cain wing flow field integration control rou-
tina &nd io uocd to apply tha AF2 approximate factorization Dcheoo to 
datorcino tho inviocid wino flou solution. The AF2 scheme is applied 
in ~n iterative ennner with tho iteration sequence being terainated 
by either achiavin3 convorgence or by reaching a ~i~~ permiooiblc 
nunbar of iterations. Per iteration, a three-step procoaa is UOQd to 
obtain the potential function correction. The first tvo stopa calcu-
late interaediato potential function corrections arising froQ Dolving 
systems of factorized difference equation9 in the ~-YTaparound and 
n-spanwise directions. The third step calculates the actual poten-
tial correction by solving a sygte~ of factorized difference equ-
ations for the ~-radial coordinate. Steps land 2 require sweeping 
the computational mesh from the body surface outwarcls. The third 
step sweeps from the outer computational boundary towards the body 
surface. SUBROUTI~ SOLVE calls SUBROUTI~S RO, ROeO, and RESID for 
calculation of the physical density coefficients, modified density 
coefficients, and mass residuals, respectively. SL~ROUTINES TRIB and 
TRIP are called in the course of applying the AF2 scheme to solve 
systems of tridiagonal simultaneous linear equations with fixed and 
periodic boundary conditions, respectively. SUBROUTI~~ SOLVE is 
called by routine TW~. 
~TRIX. This subroutine is used to compute the metric parameters for all 
points in the wing component grid. The metric coefficiento define 
the three-dimensional grid mapping from phYSical space to computat-
ional space. The metric coefficients are computed using fourth-order 
accurate finite-difference formulae. SUBROUTINE ME~IX is called 
from SUBROUTI~ I~IT. 
METeD. Thi5 subroutine is used to comput2 and store the metric quantities 
that are used in computing the mass residuals at the wing surface. 
SUBROUTINE tiETeO is called from SUBROUTINE SOLVE. 
RO. This subroutine is used t.o calculate the physical density coeffici-
ent~ at the ~-half points in the wing computational mesh. From the 
current pot~ntial function field, the derivatives of the velocity 
potential in the ~, n. and ~ directions are computed using second-
order accurate finite-difference formulae. The potential function 
derivatives are then used in a form of the isentropic en~rgy equation 
to determine the density. At the body surface., the flow tangency 
condition ia uaed in computing the density. At the external compu-
tational boundary, the density is assumed to be equal to the free-
stream denoity. SUBROUTINE RO is called from SUBROu~I~E SOLVE. 
LININT. This subroutine is used to perfo~ linear interpolation. SUBROUTINE 
T.INI!IT is called from SUBROUTINE RO. 
RoeD. This subroutine is used to calcuhte the modified density coeffici-
ents at the ~, n, and ~ half points i~ ~he wing computational mesh. 
The modified density coefficients are ~omputed by fo~ing the approp-
riate averages of the physical densicy c0efficients calculated by 
SUBROUTINE RD. If the flow is locally :"-"personic, then upwinding is 
effected by forming a weighted average of the physical density at the 
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point in conoidcration and the density at a point in the upwind dir-
ection along the appropriate curvilinear coordiuate. Upvind1ng io 
aluayo perforcedalong the ~-wraparound coordinate. Upwinding in the 
n-opanvise direction and in the ~-norcal direction are user-
dcfcQtable Qptions. SUBROUTINE ROCO io called from SUBROUTINE SOLVE. 
RESID. Thin subroutine is used to appl~ the full-p~tential equation residual 
operator to tho current velocity potential field to obtain the maDS 
reSiduals at all points in the wing computational mesh except for 
those points on the outer computational boundary. The mass residual 
at a g1.ven point 1a computed by forming the sum of the finite-
difference derivatives of the mass fluxes in the ~, n, and r. coordi-
nate directions. Central difference expressions are used at interior 
field points while special procedures are used at the body surface. 
SUBROUTINE RESID employs the modified density coefficients calculated 
by SUBROUTINE ,,\JCO. SUBROUTINE RESID is called trom SlffiROUTINE 
SOLVE. 
OUTPUT. This subroutine is used to print the wing solution conv~rgence 
hi3tory and to print the surfaCe pressure coefficient distribution 
for each wing section. If desired, the density and Mach number con-
tours may also be output. SUBROUTINES FORCE and l70RCE are called to 
compute the sectional and total force and moment coefficients, 
respectively. SUBROUTI~~ OUTPUT is called from SUBROUTINE SOLVE. 
GET~ffiT. This subroutine is used to retrieve the metric parameters from disk 
storage by in turn calling SUBROUTINE READMS. SL~ROUTINE GETMET is 
called from SUBROUTINE SOLVE. 
FORCE. This subroutine is used to compute the wing sectional lift, 
Wave-drag, and moment coefficients by integrating the surface 
pressure distribution for a given spanwise station. SUBROUTINE FORCE 
is called from SUBROUTI~~ OUTPUT. 
TFORCE. This subroutine is used to compute the wing total lift and wave-drag 
coefficients. The moment coefficient at each spanwise station is 
also co~puted using the root quarter chord station as the datum about 
which moments are computed. For this subroutine to execute properly, 
the relations JSKIP-l and JCPE~>NJI!1 must be satisfied. SUBROUTIm: 
TFORCE is called from SL~ROUTINE OUTPUT. 
READEC. This subroutine is used to transfer data from extended core storage 
to central memory (replaces CDC SUBROUTINE READEC). 
loIRITEC. This subroutine is used to transfer data from central meMory to f!X-
tended core storage (replaces CDC SUBROUTINE ~RITEC). 
READMS. This subroutine is used to transfer data from a uass storage device 
to central memory (replaces CDC SUBROUTI~ READ~S). 
~oIRIT!1S. This subroutine is used to transfer data from central memory to a 
mass storage device (replaces CDC SUBROUTI~~ WRI~S). 
SAVE. This subroutine is used to save the flow field solution on disk file 
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TRIP. 
SECANT. 
TAPE 12 for ~ectnrting tha proar~. 
Thin Gubroutino is uoed to Golve a syste~ of simultaneous linear 
equations vtth 4 tridinson~l coefficient m~trix and fixed boundary 
conditiono. ThiD routina is uned in the AF2 iteration algorithm to 
obtain a potontial function intermediate correction. SUBROUTINE TRIB 
is called fro:l SUBROUTIlffiS llSOLVE and SOLVE. 
This subroutine i9 used to solve a system of simultaneous linear 
equatio~B with a tridiaGonal co~fficlent matrix and periodic boundary 
conditions. This routine is used in the AF2 iteration algorithm to 
obtain a potential function Intercediate correction. SUBROUTI~ TRIP 
is called from SUBROUTINES NSOLVE and SOLVE. 
This subroutine is used to detenine the nacelle local internal flow 
Mach number using one-dimensional gas dynamic formulae which express 
mass continuity for the captured stredmtube. A reference area and 
Mach number are supplied, and from the local flow area the local Mach 
number is detercined. A secant iteration scheme is used to numeri-
cally determine the zero of the governing implicit relation. SUB-
ROUTINE SECANT is caded from SUBROUTI~ ~INIT and determines the 
compressor face Mach number from the user-supplied capture ratio. It 
also determines the 10::a1 Mach number from the compressor face Mach 
number and the ratio between the local and compressor face areas. 
METRIC. This subroutine is used to compute the metric paraoeters for all 
points in the nacelle component grid. The metric coefficients define 
the three-dimensional grid mapping from physical space to computat-
ional space. The metric coefficip.nts are computed using second-order 
accurate finite-difference formulae. The physical grid point locat-
ions are entered through a binary read of a disk file. SUBROUTINE 
:1ETRIC is called from SUBROUTI~ !UnT. 
~O. This subroutine is used to calculate the physical density coeffici-
ents at the ~-half points and the ~-end points in the nacelle compu-
tational mesh. From the current potential function field, the deriv-
atives of the velocity potential in the ;, D, and ~ directio~s are 
computed using second-order accurate finite-difference for:ulae. The 
potential function derivatives are then used in a form of the isen-
tropic energy equation to determine the density. At the body sur-
face, the flow tangency condition is used in computing the density. 
At the internal outflow surface, the d~nsity is assuoed known from 
the prescribed boundary conditions. At the outer computational 
boundary, the density is calculated using potential values inter-
polated from the wing solution. SUBROUT1~E NRO is called from SUB-
ROUTINES NSOLVE and ~OUTPUT. 
~~oco. This subroutine is used to calculate the modified density coeffici-
ents at the ;, n, and ~ half points in the nacelle co~putational 
mesh. The modified density coefficients are computed by forming the 
appropriate averages of the physical density coefficients calculated 
by SUBROUTI~'E NRO. If the flow is locally supersonic, then upuinding 
is effected by forming a weighted average of the ph,sical density at 
the point in consideration and the density at a point in the upwind 
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direction nloun tho appropriate curvilinear coordinate. Upuindina ia 
41~nYd porforoed along the ~-vrnparound coordinate. UpUinding io not 
pcrfon::.cd in the n - circ~fcrcnt1al directivn but can bo in the r;-
radiel direction. SUDROUTItm NROCO is called from sunnOUTItm NSOLVE 
NRESID. Thia cubroutine io uoed to apply the full-potential equation residual 
o~2rator to the current velocity potential field to obtain the caso 
residualo at ~ll pointo in the nncclle cc~putational cC5h except for 
those pointo on tho outer computational boundary. The maoo reoidual 
at a civen point is c~putcd by forcing the s~ of the finite-
difference derivativco of the maso fluxeo in the ~. n. and r; coordi-
nate directions. Central difference expressions are used at interior 
field points while special procedures are used at the body surface 
and at the internal outflow surface. SUBROUTINE NRESID employs the 
modified density coefficients calculated by SUBROUTINE NROCO. SUB-
ROUTINE NRESID is called from SUBROUTINE NSOLVE. 
NSOLVE. This subroutine is the main nacelle flow field integration control 
r.outine and is used to apply the AF2 approximate factorization scheme 
to determine the Inviscid nacelle flow solution. The AF2 scheme is 
applied in an iterative manner with the iteration sequence being 
terminated by either achieving convergence or by reaching a maximum 
permissible number of iteratio~s. Per iteration. a three-step pro-
cess is used to obtain the potential function correction. The first 
two steps calculate intermediate potential function corrections aris-
ing from solving systems of factorized difference equations in the 
~-wraparound and ~-circumferential directions. The third step calcu-
lates the actual potential correction by solving a system of fa~tor­
ized difference equations for the r;-radial coordinate. Steps 1 and 2 
require sweeping the computational mesh from the body surface out-
wards. The third step sweeps from the outer computational boundary 
towards the body surface. SUBROUTINE NSOL\~ calls SUBROUTINES NRO, 
NROCO. and NRESID for calculation of the physical density 
coefficients. modified density coefficients. and mass residuals, 
respectively. SUBROUTINES TRIll and TRIP are called in the course of 
applying the AF2 scheme to solve systems of tridiagonal simultaneous 
linear equations with fixed and periodic boundary conditions. 
respectively. SUBROUTINE NOUTPUT is called to print the computed 
surface solution. SUBROUTINE NSOLVE is called by routine nnl. 
NOUTPUT. This subroutine Is used to print the computed nacelle surface 
solution when convergence has been attained or when the maximum 
permissible number of iterations has been reached. SUBROUTINE NRO is 
applied at the body surface to calculate the physical density 
coefficients at mesh mid-points on the surface. From the computed 
density dl~tribution, the surface Mach number and pressure 
coefficient distributions are determined. SUBROUTINE NOUTPUT is 
called from SUBROUTINE NSOLVE. 
~TSET. This subroutine is used to transfer property data between central 
memory a~d a. mass storage device. 
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SECTION IV 
IlmTr PM'.AHETERS Mm OUTPUT nITERPP.ETATION 
1. ItrrRODUCTIOU 
In thia section. tho input paraa~t~rs are defined for the GRGEN3 and 
NGRIDA grid generation proarans. the LK arid interface progrem. and the TW11 
wing/nacelle flow Dolution progr~. Where applicable, both the default value 
and the typical value of each input parameter are given. Discussions on 
interpretation of the output. PAruu1ETER Gtatecent specification, and the file 
usage for each program are also provided. 
2. GRGEN3 WING GRID GF.:!fERATION PROGRA.'1 INPUT PARAHETERS 
The input data required for execution of the ~GF.:~J wing grid generation 
prograc are ~ntered by namelist input and, in some cases, formatted read 
statements. In all cases, the two N~~EL!STS GRID 3D and GRIDIN are entered. 
~ost of the input parametp.rs have assigned default values. 
2.1 N~~ELIST GRID3D 
The input parameters entered in NAHELIST GRID30 specify the number of 
mesh points in the wing grid, control the wing grid mesh spacing, and identify 
the location of the engine nacelle. 
NI 
NJ 
NJT 
NJC 
SFACT 
A positive integer denoting the number of ~-wraparound stations in 
the wing computational grid, as shown 1n Figure 25. The ;-stations 
are numbered 1n a counterclockwise direction starting at the upper 
surface trailing edge. The specified value of NI must be odd. A 
default value of 101 1s specified for NI. 
A positive integer denoting the number. of n-spanwise stations 1n the 
wing computational grid, as shown in Figure 25. The n-stations are 
numbered starting at the wing root and increasing in the outward 
direction. A default value of 26 1s specified for NJ. 
A positive integer denotin~ the nu~ber of ~-radial stations in the 
wing computational grid, as shown 1.n Figure 25. The i;-stations are 
numbered starting at the outer boundary ~nd increasing 1n the inward 
direction. A default value of 18 is specified for NK. 
A positive integer denoting the index of the first n-station that 1s 
off the wing tip. A default value of 19 is specified for ~JT. 
A positive integer denoting the index of the n-station that contains 
the nacelle plane of symmetry. A default value of 9 is specified for 
~JC. 
~ real variable denoting the stretching factor used in controlling 
the n-span~ise grId spacing beyond the ~ing tip. A default value of 
1.2 is specified for SFACT. 
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(~= ~ MAX) 
\1 = NI 
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(b) GRID TOPOLOGY ALONG SPANWISE DJRECTlCN 
Figure 25. Topology for wing cocponent grid. 
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SMOOTH A real variable de~otlns the f~ctor u~~d in scoothlng the grid span-
viso spacing near the ulna tip. A default value of 1.0 is s~~ciflcd 
for SMOOTH. 
SWPANC A real variable denoting the ving aweep ansle. in degreos, along tho 
apnnW1sc direction. A default value of 0.0 is specified [or SWPANG. 
TW~~C A real variable donating the wins twist angle. in degrees. ~lons the 
spalluise direction. A default valua of 0.0 19 specified fo~ nlA.';G. 
eEL A real variabla denoting the distance between the nacelle pl~ne of 
s)":llmetry lnd the wing root station. .\ default value of ).0 is speci-
fied for eEL. 
TIP A real variabl~ denoting the sp~nwise loc\~ion of the win~ ti? (th~ 
tip is assumed to lie halfway 'l~tween th~ span statlons ~~ .tnJ 
~J7-1). A default value of 6.0 is specIfIed for 7IP. 
)\";\v.)! .\ real variable denoting the sp.lnwise distance be~ween th<! \Ii:'!; 
second span station and the root station. If O\KVOr a 0.0 is ~nter­
~j. then OnCOT is intarnally reset to (!IP I (:UT-l. 5}). .\ dehult 
value of 0.0 is specified for D\~OOT. 
D\71P .\ real variable denoting the spanwise wing grid spacing ne~r the wing 
tip. If OYTIP • 0.0 is enter~J, then O\7IP is internally r~set to 
(!IP/(~JT-l.5». A default v~lue of 0.0 is specified for O\iIP. 
~Y~CL .\ real variable which controls the wing grid spanwise spacins ncat" 
the nacelle plane of s~~etry. ~ default value of 0.1 is spdcified 
for D~:CL. 
!~e i~put paraceters entered in ~,~tEtIST GRIDI~ specify the Yin~ seo~~try 
~nd control the relaxation solution algorithm used to generate th~ wins arid. 
~.:\D~l\',\ .\ tlositive real variable denoting the r.ldius of the circul.:\r -Juter 
boundary of the wing computational grid. A default value ~i ~.V is 
specified for RADXAX. 
~S!AT~ An integer denoting whether one or more airfoil sections are t~ b~ 
used in defining the wing geooetry. If ~STAr~ • 0, one airi~il 
section will be used. If ~STAr~ > 0, more than one airfoil se~tion 
will be used. A default value of 0 is specified for SSTATS. 
IJP! An integer denoting the wing section geo::lctr>' option. IOP! :ipe.::.ifies 
the following geooetry options: 
lOP! 
1 
2 
) 
Option 
SAC A 001X type dirio!l 
cir~ular arc airfoil (parabolic l~jj­
ins edge blunting) 
circular cylincer 
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4 
5 
6 
7 
read in arbitrary airfoil geocstry 
circular arc :l1rfo1l' (squue root 
leading edge blunting) 
ONERA M6 airfoil 
KeRN airfoll 
A default v~lue of 1 is specified for roPT. 
~~ A ~s1tive real variable denoting the airfoil maximuo thickness as a 
fr3~t1on of the chord length. nL~X must be entered only if roPT • I, 
2. or 5. A default value of 0.12 1s specified for TX.~X. 
XC A rO!al variable denoting the l~ading edge bluntness p3r.lmeter. XC 
~us~ be enterea only if rOPT • ~ or 5. and must be in the range of 
i).a ~ XC < 0.4. A default value of O.:! is specified br XC. 
:\c~ .\ r~3l variable denoting the ~-coordin"lt'!, in teMs of fraction of 
~he chorJ, of the point to whi~h th~ origin is ~hifted. A default 
val~e 0: 0.0 is specifi~d for XC~. 
3!~~ A re~l variable denoting the stretchin~ parameter which controls the 
grlJ point distribution on the wing surface. 3r~~ controls the sur-
face Srid point distribution as follows: 
ERGR!O 
~!.\.\!: 
0.0 
-1.0 
> t.O 
Option 
the grid points :.Ire distributed evenly 
in te~s of the arc length 
the grid point distribution is 
established fror:l a dat,l st.ltement which 
lollS developed by usin~ a circle plane 
confor:llal :r.:lpping around .l ~.\CA 0012 
airfoil 
the grid point distribution is estab-
lished froo an exponential clustering 
formula with 3 SIXX value closer to 
1.0 cluster~ng more points at the lead-
ing and trailing edges of the wing 
sections 
A v31ue of 1.05 Is suggested for Sl~~. A default value of -1.0 is 
specified for BI~~. 
A re~l variable denoting the convergence tolerence used in the wing 
grid ~eneration solution algorit~. A default value of 0.001 is 
specified for ERGRID. 
,\n !.:1teger denoting the maxi:::ltl::\ :lu:'lber of itentions jlenissible to 
~tt~in convergence in the wins Rrid generation alaorith~. A default 
\'alu~ of 2('-) is SPecified for ~L·\.:\Ir. 
A re~l vari3ble denoting the 13rbest value in the alpha acceleration 
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par~eter scquence used in the wins grid generation r31axation a180-
rlth3. A dcf~ult vnlua of 0.01 is specified for AHGRID. 
A real variabla denoting the smallest value in the alpha acceleration 
p4r~Qter sequence used in the uing grid generation relaxation algo-
r1t~. A default value of 0.00006 i~ specified for ALGRID. 
An integer denoting the starting element in the alpha sequence used 
for the wing grid ceneration. A default value of 0 is specified for 
KGRID. 
An integer denoting the number of elements in the alpha sequence used 
for the wing grid generation. A default value of 3 is specified for 
:lGRID. 
~ ?ositive real variable denoting the relaxation parameter used in 
t~e wi~g grid generation algorithm. A default v~lue of 2.0 is speci-
f ied for ,)HEG. 
A:\ i:lt~ger which controls the amount of 
~O~~5·l, the grid point coordinates are 
3rid poi~t coordinates are not printed. 
specified for ~OUT5. 
grid output Info~ation. 
printed. If ~OUT5-o, the 
A default value of 0 is 
If 
~OUT6 An i~teger denoting the increment in iteration count at which the 
grid point coordinates are to be printed during the course of the 
relaxation solution. ~ default value of 201 is specified for ~OUT6. 
(If convergence is attained before ~OU!6 iterations, the ~OUT5 print 
option is invoked.) 
II~CR An integer which controls the grid solution output frequency 1n the ~ 
direction. The wing grid coordinates will be printed with an II~CR 
increment. A default value of 3 is specified for II~CR. 
JI~CR An integer which controls the grid solution output frequency in the n -
direction. The wins Brid ~oordinates will be printed with a JI~CR 
incre~ent. A default value of 6 is specified for JI~CR. 
2. ) I~:PU! QUA FOR WING MULTIPLE STATION DEFt~ITION OPTION 
The following input par~eters are entered by fo~atted read statements 
only for the IOPT-4 wing multiple station definition option. ~o default 
values are specified for the following parameters. 
CARD 
CHAR 
CARD 2 
'lPLA\"E 
CHORD 
[A-Fornat): 
Title card (any alphanl~eric characters). 
[Fo~at (7FIO.6»): 
1 real variable denoting the local wing section sp3n position (y 
coordinate) noroalized by the root chord. 
A real variable denoting the local wing section chord no~alized by 
THICK 
ALPHA 
ALAMB 
XCEN 
~.:\DIUS 
CARD 3 
~PTS 
CARD 4 
XB 
YS 
thl! root chord. 
A real vnrisblo denoting the locsl wins section thickness in taros of 
fraction of th~ root chord (if the wing has the same section but with 
varying thicknano). 
A real variable denoting the local wing section twist angle. in 
degrees. 
A real variable denoting the local wing section sweep angle. in de-
grees. 
A real variable denoting the x-coordinate. in te~s of the fraction 
of the chord, to which the origin is shifted. 
A real variable denoting the radius of the circular outer boundary. 
For highly tapered wings, the values of radius should be decreased in 
the spanwise direction. 
(F'o~at (IS»): 
An integer denoting the nunber of points in the wraparound direction 
used to define the local wing section. The points are numbered from 
the trailing edge counterclockwise and do not include the redundant 
trailing edge point. 
[Format (2FIO.S)): 
A real variable denoting the wing section chordwise coordinate, in 
te~s of fraction of the local chord. 
A real variable denoting the win~ section no~al c~ordinate, in terms 
of fraction of the local chord. 
Note there are NPTS CARD 4 cards for each wing defining station. CARDS 
1-4 must be supplied for each of the ~STA:~ defining stltions. 
2.4 PAR.~lETER STATS}lE!fl' SPECIFICA!IO~ 
The GRGEN3 wing grid generation ~rogra= uses variable lrray di~ensions. 
The respective array si%es are fixed by speCification of the following dimen-
sion parameters on the PARA}!ETER state::lent: 
Parat:!leter Allowed Values 
IZZ > n 
I!2 IZZ+2 
JZ > ~J 
K! >" SK 
The array dioensions will be fixed at the ti~e of co~pilation. 
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2.5 FILE USAGE 
The follovtnB fllao nrc used by the GRGEN3 wlng grl~ generation coda. 
FUc No. 
TAPE 5 
TAPE 6 
TAPES 9,10 
Input fHe 
printed output file 
output files containing the 
wing grid coordinates 
3. GRCEN3 PROGRAM OUTPUT INTERPRETATION 
The initial portion of the computer printout for the GRCEN3 wing grid 
generation program consists of the supplied input parameters. The remaining 
output parameters are defined below. 
J 
Y 
I 
X3,YB 
S2 
SX 
index of the spanwise wi~g sections 
final spanwise coordinate distribution 
index of points in the wraparound 
direction (starting from the upper 
trailing edge poi~t) 
wing section caordinates (the coordinates 
are printed twice, first the input 
coordinates are printed and then the final 
coordinates after interpolation and 
clustering are printed) 
arc length nOr.:lalizad by section chord 
first difference of the arc length 
The followi~g parameters are associated with the convergence history for the 
ADI ~u~eri~al grid generation scheme. 
ClC-l<\X 
I,J 
CYMAX 
I,J 
RXXAX 
I,J 
RYMAX 
It J 
ALPHA 
iteration nu~ber in the numerical grid 
gener~ti~n scheme 
ma~i~um correction (chordwise direction) 
f-osition of the maximum correction C~~ 
ma~im~~ correction (no~al direction) 
position of the maximum correction C~X 
maximum residual (chordwise direction) 
positio~ of the maximum residual RXX~X 
maximum residual (nor.:lal direction) 
position of the maximum residual RYXAX 
the acceleration parameter used 
for the ADI scheme 
4. NGRIDA AACELLE GRID GE~RATION P!i.OGR.-\.'1 I~pur PAR.\.'fETERS 
The input data required for execution of the ~GRIDA nacelle grid gener-
ation computer program are entered by namelist input. In all cases, the four 
~A}tELISTS LISTl, LIST2. LIST), and LIST:' are entered. All of the input para-
meters have assigned default values. A suitable grid can often be generated 
by retaini~g many of ~he input parameters at their default values. 
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Tho input par~QtcrD specified in t~IELIST LISTl specify tho 
mesh pointo in tho nQcalle grid, outer boundary shape, grid point 
strctchina factoro, and print and plot options. 
nUlllber of 
distribution 
The following threo paramctero specify the number of grid points. 
!MAX A pooitive integer denoting the number of ~-wraparound stations in 
the nacelle computational grid, as shown in Figure 26. The specified 
value of ntAX muat be less than or equal to 140, and should be of the 
form (3C+l) if grid sequencing is to be used in the GRAPE algorithm, 
where m is an integer. A default value of 67 is specified for !MAX. 
JMAX A positive integer denoting the number of Lrcumferential stations 
in the nacelle computational grid, as shown in Figure 27. Stations 
J-1 and J·J~X a~e coincident. The remaining meridional stations are 
spaced 1n equal angular increments around the body. The specified 
value of ~~X must be odd. A default value of 1) is specifi~d for 
J:1AX. 
~L~~ A positive integer den0ting the nu~ber of ~-radial stations in the 
nacel1~ computational grid, as shown in Figure 26. The specified 
value of lOL·\X must be less than or equal to 60, and should be of the 
fo~ (3n+l) if grid sequencing is to be used in the GRAPE algorithm, 
where n is an integer. A default value of 13 is specified for KMAX. 
The next three param~ters specify the nacelle grid outer computational 
boundary. 
XLEFT A real vari~ble denoting the x-coordinat~ value of the left-hand side 
of the nacelle grid outer computational boundary, as shown in Figure 
28. XLEFT is specified in the units of the input geometry, and typi-
cally is negative. A default value of -)0.0 is specified for XLEFT. 
RADOUT A positive real variable denoting the :radius of the nacelle grid 
outer computational boundary, as shown in Figure 28. RADOUT is 
specified in the units of the input geometry. A default value of 
50.0 is specified for RADOUT. 
DELTA A positive real variable denoting the offset distance between the 
centerline computational boundary and the :<-axis, as shown in Figure 
28. DELTA is specified in the units of the input geometry and must 
not be zero. A value of approximately j% of the compressor face 
radius is recommended for DELTA. A def3ult value of 0.5 is specified 
for DELTA. 
The next four paraceters control the grid point distribution on the 
nacelle surface. 
rOUTER A positive integer denoting the nu~ber of grid points 
outer porti~n of the nacelle surface ranging from the 
the external outflow surface. as shown i:1 Fi 5IJre ~8. 
of )8 is specified for IOUTSR. 
desired on the 
hilite point to 
.\ default value 
A positive integer denoting the number of grid poi~ts desired on the 
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inner portion of the nacelle '~urface ranging from the hilite point to 
the compressor face outflow surface, as shown in Figure 28. The 
specified values for IOUTER and IINNER must satisfy the relation 
DKAX ~ IINNER + IOUTER - 1 (29) 
A default value of 30 is specified' fl')r II~NE~. 
A positive real variable denoting the stretching factor used in 
deterrninin~ the grid point distribution on the nacelle exter~al sur-
face. Sntering .l.LP'1AO=1.0 produces a point distribution with uniform 
drc length between the points. Sntering ~LPHA0 > 1.0 clusters points 
nair the ,~celle hi1ite. A default value of 1.1 is specified fl')r 
.\LP'I.l.I. 
; ~0sLtL~A ra~~ J~ril~l~ 1~'0t{~~ ~~e 3tr~t~~i~~ fictor used in 
.!~t"''''''1L':'.1~ ::le 3rid r<')~:lt ,ii5trt"ltL0n 'J:l t'1e ',l::~ll~ internal sur-
f IC~. ::1t~,in~ .\L?IL\I=l.J ;>od'lcas .1 ;>I)t:lt 1i5trLbu!:i:Jn with unl.fon 
I~: l~n~t~ betwe~n t~e ?o[:lts. ~nt!ri'~ ~LP~A[ ~ 1.0 clusters' points 
,e~r the :lacelle ~llite. A def3ult vl1~e of 1.1 is specified for 
.ILP'!,\[ • 
T1t! :l:!xt five pdt"d!Jeter'3 deteni:1e the outar bound.lry grid :loint dist:i-
butb'1. Sent!nlly, the <1uter boundary ;J0i,ts near ~oth the external and 
lnterndl Jutflow surfaces are found by equati~g the axial coordinate of a 
~iJe~ ~0~n.iary point ~o the axial coordi,at~ of the corretponding body point 
:s~.! F!.;~'lr~ ~9). The r'"::I.li:1i~g boun,i3ry POi.ltS :lra f0und by aither using an 
l'~'I~1r JiHri'mtion 01." an arc-length distri3uti?n. 
!:.\'\ 
IDD 
~ positive i't~~er denoting the wr.lp3rou:ld :oorjin~te station up to 
w~i:h the poi~ts on the computltional boundary near the centerline 
have t~eir axial coordinates equated to the respective values of the 
corresponding points on the internal nacelle surface, as illustrated 
in Fi~ure 29. IAA is specified in terms of the GR.l.PE algorithm 
paint-ordering scheme in which the wraparound coordinate initiates at 
ti,e cO!'!l;>ressor face and terninates at the extern.]l outflow surface 
(se~ Fi;ure 29). A default value of 12 is specified for r.~\. 
A positive integer denoting the wr.lparJund coordinate station after 
which the points on the outer computational boundary have their axial 
coordinates equated to the respective values of the corresponding 
points on the nacelle external surface, ~s shown in Figura 29. IDD 
is specified in tens of the GR..\PO::: al30rit'L1l point-ordering scheme in 
which the wraparound coordinate initiates at the compressor face and 
terminates at the external outflow surface (see Figure 29). :~ote 
that 100 must satisfy the relation 1.\'\ < !')O <: 1:1"\X. .\ default value 
of 57 is specified for IDD. 
An integer denoting ~hether the outer boundary ~rld poi~ts between 
poi:1ts UA .lnd DD are to he .1p.ter;.ined ~Y1n dn~ular jistribution or 
~y an arc-length distribution. If KOC'TER.="), the grid points are 
deter:nined by In an3ulir :li<;tribu~ion with the Arid points being 
spaced It equ~t anguldr incre~ents ar?und tha n~c~lle ~ilite. If 
:'U7SR.=t, the grid points are detar:nined by 1n ar .. ~-length distri-
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but10n with reapective 9tretchiriB factors being specified by the 
uoer. A dofault value of 0 is specified for KOutER. 
If KOUTERal io specified, then the folloving two par~eters must.be entered. 
ALPHllO 
ALPHBI 
A positive real variable denoting the stretching factor used in 
deteroining the nacelle outer boundary grid point distribution for 
the portion of the boundary between points C and 100, as shown in 
Figure 29. Entering ALPHBO-l.O produces a point distribution with 
unifom arc length between the points. Entering ALPHBO > 1.0 
cluster9 points near point C. A default value of 1.0 is specified 
for ALPHBO. 
l positive real variable denoting the stretching factor used in 
dete~ining the nacelle outer boundacy ~rid point distribution f0r 
the portion of the outer boundary between points C and IAA, 3S shown 
in Fi3ure 29. Entering .\LPHBI a l.0 produces a point 1istribution with 
unlfoM arc length between the points. Sntering ALPHBI > 1.0 clus-
ters points near point C. A default value of 1.0 is specified for 
ALP!lBI. 
the next three parameters control the erid spacing adjacent to the body 
surface in the direction normal to the surface. Generally, the normal 
distance OS, as shown in Figure )0, is computed by the relation 
OS = (RCF - OELtA)/(~~X - 1) (30) 
where RCF is the compressor face radius. For isolated nacelle grids, it is 
generally preferable to adjust ~S near the external outflow surface to make 
the radial point distribution uniform as shol."ll in Figure )0. this point dis-
tribution produces a more favorable cell aspect ratio at the outflow surface, 
and thereby enhances stability and convergence in the flow solution algorithm. 
OSFACT A positive real variable used as a multiplier for DS which is defined 
by equation (30). A default value of 1.0 is specified for DSFACt. 
~~p An integer denoting whether or not the OS distribution is to be 
altered to produce a uniform radial point distribution at the extern-
al outflow surface. If ~~~IP21, the DS distribution is altered to 
produce the uniforo radial point distribution. If ~IP=O, the OS 
distribution is not altered, and the grid points will be packed 
towards the nacelle surface. If an isolated nacelle grid is being 
generated, then the ~~P'l option is recommended. A default value 
of 1 is specified for KRA!·IP. 
IR&~P A positive integer denoting the wraparound station after which the OS 
distribution is altered to produce a unifor.n radial point distri-
bution at the external outflow surf3ce, as shown in Figure )0. IRN:P 
must be entered only if KRA..'1P=l. IRAl-!P is spec ified in ter:ns of the 
GRAPE algorit~ point-ordering scheme Ln which the wraparound coordi-
nate initiates at the coo~ressor face and te~inates at the external 
outflow surface. ~:ote that n .. -\:1P ~ust sat isfy the reLit ion I'U...'1P < 
I:1A.X. A default value of 57 is specified for IR..\.'1P. 
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The next three pl1rmeters specify-the ocaling and smoothing function 
parocctcra. 
SCALE 
KTllIE 
A positive real varinblc den~ting the scaling multiplier used in 
obtaining the nacelle final grid. Entering SCALEal.O produces a grid 
in tOlna of the original input units. SPotting SCALEal.O/RCF. where 
RCF io the co~presaor face radiuB, produces a grid with a compres~or 
face radius of 1.0. This cpt ion is recocmended as it allows for more 
easily deteraining the optim~ acceleration parameters in the flow 
solution code. A default value of 0.11904762-1.0/8.4 is specified 
for SCALE. 
An integer denoting the number of times smoothing polyno~ials are 
applied in determining the nacelle grid outer boundary axial coordi-
nate distribution in the vicinity of point 100, and the OS distri-
bution i:t the vicinity of point IRA.!-lP if the KRA:1P,.t option is !"opeci-
fied. If KTr~E=O is entered, :to smoothing is perfo~ed. The default 
and reco[!ltl'ended value for !<.TI!-iE is 3. 
A positive integer denoti:tg the number of points to the left of point 
IDD at which the smoothing is initiated for the nacelle grid outer 
boundary point axial bcations if KTI~iE > 0 is specified. ~EL must 
be entered only if KT~lE > 0 is specified. .\ default value of 5 1s 
specified for :tllEL. 
The neKt two parameters s:",ecify the print options. 
KDmiP 
KPRI~T 
An integer denoting whether or not detailed nacelle surface and o~ter 
~oundary coordinate data are to be printed. If KDw~psO, the data are 
not print~d. If KD~psl, the printout is performed. A default value 
I)f 1 is specified for KDtr.-1P. 
A one-dimensional integer array consisting of ~ elements. Each 
element of KPRI~T specifies whether or not a meridional plane grid 
point distribution is to be printed. Specifying KPRI~T(J)~l 
(Jsl ••••• ~) causes the grid point coo:dinates to be printed for 
the Jth meridional plane. If Ii.PRI~T(J)"O is entered, the printout is 
skipped for the Jth plane. A default value of KPRI~~(l)-l is 
s?ecified. while the remaining elements of KPRI~T are specified as O. 
The next two parameters specl~y the plot options. 
KPLOT 
KDEV 
An integer denoting whether or not the J-l meridional plane grid is 
to be plotted. Specifying KPLOT-l caus~s the grid to be plotted for 
the J-l meridional plane. !f KPLOT2Q is entered, the plotting is not 
perforoed. A default value of KPLOT-l is specified. 
An integer denoting the plotting device. KDEV ~ust be specified only 
if KPLOT-l is entered. If KDEVal, the plot device is the VERSATEr 
electrostatic plotter. If KDEV s2, the plot device is the HP ink 
plotter. A default value of 1 is s?ecified for KDEV. (~ote that the 
plot device specification can be altered by modifying Sw~ROUTI~E 
t:ONVERT) • 
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The naxt ~r~at~r spcc1fIc3 th~ tap~ nuaber (dIsk fIle) on VhIch the 
grId coordInate data are vritten. 
trAP! An Integer denoting the tape (fIle) nur.bar on ~hich ~h~ grid 
coordinate data are ~~itten. ITAPE can be entered as either 10 or 
14. For bolnterl nacelle co-~putat1on5 t ITArE should be retained at 
Ita default vAl. of ~O. For usa of the nacelle grid in the TWN 
code t I1'APE • L4 ~. ,ould be entClred. 
4.l NAHELIST LIST2 
The lnput paraaeters entered in ~~~ELIST LIST~ specify the nacelle/inlet 
geometry which is described by tabular input. A dcf~ult axisymmetric 
nacelle/inlet geometry has been loaded onto DATA statements within the 
pr~sr~. The default geometry data are for the Lockheed-Georgia GEL\Cl 
~xis}~metric nacelle/inlet configurat~~n. 
The following three paraceters specify the internal surface contour for 
A~is~~metric nacelles. 
~I A positive integer denoting the nu~ber of tabular data points used in 
defining the internal surface contour. as shown in Figure 31. A 
default value of 60 is specified tor ~I. 
XI~ A one-dimensional real variatle array consisting of NI elements. 
XI~(I) (I·l ••••• ~I) denotes the axial coordinate of the Ith point 
used in defining the internal surface :ontour. ~s shown 1n Figure 31. 
Successive elements of X1~ !:lust be monotonic'lUy increasing. X1:-:(l) 
denotes the axial station of the nacelle hilite. ~nd XI~(~1) den~tes 
the compressor fa~e a~lal station. Default ~3lues for XI~(I) 
(1-1 ••••• 60) are specified. 
A one-dimensional real var\acl~ array consisting of ~1 elements. 
~IN(I) (I·l ••••• N1) denotes the radius of the Ith point used in 
defining the intern~l surface contour. as shown in Figure )1. RIN(t) 
denotes the nacelle hilite radius. and Rl~(NI) denotes the compressor 
face radius. Default values f~r RIN(I) (I·l ••••• ~O) are specified. 
The next three paraceters specify the external surface conlour for 
3~ls)~cetric nacelles. 
~o A positive integer denoting the nu~ber of tabular data points llsed in 
defining the external surface contour. as shown in Figure )1. A 
default value of 100 is specified for ~O. 
XOl7 A one-di~ens1on31 real variable array consi5ting of ~O elements. 
XOUT(I) (Ial ••••• NO) denotes the ~xi~l coorjinate of the Ith pOint 
used in defining (he external surface contour. lS shown in Figure )1. 
The successive ele!:lents of :ot:!' ::lust be monotonically increasing. 
XOUT(l) denotes the nacelle hiHte axi.1l st.ltion. and XOt.::(~IO) 
denotes the dxial station of ~he external ~utilow surface. The 
relation X~UT(l) • XI~(l) !llUS':: t-e s.ltisfied. !)ef.lult \'alu~s for 
XJt.:T(I) (1-1 ••••• 100) are s~e~ifieJ. 
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ROUT A one-dlriooalonal re4l var14bla array con~lstlng of NO el~Qnts. 
ROUT(!) (1=1, ••• ,tiO) denotc5 the radius of thQ "Ith pOint usod in 
defining tho extn~nsl surf4co contour, 4D Dhoun in Figure 31. 
ROut(l) donatee th~ nacelle hilite radius, and ROUT(NO) d~notQs the 
nacclla rndiuG at tho external outflow surface. The rel~tlon 
ROUT(l)mRIN(l) Quat ba Gatisfied. Default value, for ROUT(I) 
(1-1 ••••• 100) are specified. 
4.3 NAMELIST LIST3 
The input p3raoeters ~ntercd in NAMELIST LIST3 specify the convergence 
criteria, iteration limits. and print options used in the GRAPE algorithm. 
These parameters are given only cursory descriptions herein, but are ~ore 
fully discussed in Referenc~ 6. Generally, the program is executed by 
retaining all of the par~eters in NA~LIST LIST3 at their default values. 
~ORDA 
~!A .. ,{ITA 
JPR':' 
A cne-dioensional inte~er arr3, consisting of two elem~nts which 
denote th~ convergence criteria for the coarse-~esh and the fine-cesh 
GRAPE ~olutions. ~urrDA(l) and ~OR~A(2) d~note the numbers of order 
of ::1aaniturle b~' lo.hi.:h the ma:dnuo correction is to be r:!duced for the 
ccarse-rnesh and ~~~e-~esh solutions, respectively. Default values of 
~0RDA(l )-u and X0RD,\:2)-3 are specified. 
A one-Ji~~nsional integer array consisting of two elements which 
denote the :teration limits for the coat"!':~-mesh at'd fine-mesh GR.AN: 
solutions. MAXI7A(l) and ~\"\ITA(2) denfJte the iteration limits for 
the co~rsQ-mesh and fine-mesh solutions, respectively. The ~\",{IrA 
array is used in c~njunction with the ~1~DA array. Default values of 
~~L,{ITA(t)·~UO and ~_\..\lTA(2)·~OO are sp~cified • 
. \n i:\t~gQr denotins the pri.n,: option to be used in the GRAP~ 
al,gorilho. If JPR! < 0, no printing is per;orced except for error' 
warning messages. If JPRT-l, a detailed printout will be ~erformed. 
A default value cf -1 is specified fo~ JPRT. 
4, 4 ~A!1ELIS! ',IS!!' 
The input parameters entered in ~"~{ELt:ST LIS:4 specify the grid .::ontrol 
functions and convergence parameters used in t~e G~\PE algorithm. Asain, only 
cursory descriptions are provided herein, wit~ detailed definitions ~cing 
available ln Reference 6. Generally, the program is executed by retalnins all 
o! the parameters in ~LIST LIST4 at their default values. 
AAAI Positive real variables which control the enforcement of ~rid 
BBBI orthogonality and noroal mesh ~pacing at the nacelle surface. Small 
values (i.e., 0.2) causp. these effects to be propagated tar iuto the 
field, whereas la.~er values (l.e., 0.6) cause these effects to 
diminish ~ore rapi1ly. A default value of 0.6 Is specified for both 
AAAI _lnd 3BBI. 
CCCI PosittVQ real variables which contro: the enfcrce~ent of ~riJ 
DOD I orthoson;1lity and r:onal mesh ~;pacing at the outer bound.uy. S:::111 
values (l.e., 0.2) C:1use thes~ effects to be propa~ated {3r into the 
field, whereas larger valueD (i.e., 0.6) cause th~se effects to 
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dlcini~h core rapidly. A default value of 0.6 1s specified for both 
eeet and DDDt. 
A pooltivQ real variable uaed in the GRAPE 
auccoooive-line-over-relaxetion scheoa to obtain the grid point 
dlatr1bution. OMEGA cust be in the renne of 0.0 < OMEGA < 2.0. A 
default valuo of 1.3 is specified for OHEGA. 
Real variableo used a5 relaxation parsoeters in obtaining the body 
surfa~e forcing functions that are used in the Pois90n equations. 
The effects of controlling grid spacing and orthogonality at the 
nacelle surface can be eliminated by entering OMEGP • OMEGQ • 0.0. 
OHEGP and OMEGQ must be in the range of 0.0 to 2.0. A default value 
of 0.1 1s specified for both OHEGP and O:-IEGQ. 
Real ¥ariables used as relaxation parameters in obtai~lng the outer 
boundary forcing functions that are used in the Poisson equations. 
The ~ffects of controlling grid spacing and orthogonality at the 
outer boundary can be eliminated by entering mlEGR • O!1EGS • 0.0. 
O~IEGR .lnd mlEGS must be in the range of 0.0 to 2.0. A default value 
of 0.0 is specified for !loth O:!EGR and O:-IEGS. 
Real variables used as limitation factors in solving for the Poisson 
equation forcing functions. The range for each of these parameters 
is 0.0 to tOO.O. A default value of 0.5 is specified for PLIM, QLIM, 
RLI~I, and SLDI. 
A positive real variable denoti~g the nomal dist~nce to be imposed 
bet~een the nacelle radial stations ~L~X and ~~X-l. DSOB1 has units 
of the input geometry. A default value of 0.2 is specified for 
OSOB1. 
4.5 PA~~'ffiTER STATEXENT SPECIFICATION 
The ~GR1DA nacelle grid generation prograo uses variable array 
dimensions. The respective array sizes are fixed by specification of the 
following dimension parameters on the PA~~TER statement: 
Parameter Al1o~ed Values 
NX <!. I~1. _< 
NY 1 
NYC > .P.-IAX 
HZ > IC-lo\.X 
NXO > !-;O 
SXI >" :-JI 
NXON > 1'JUTER 
NXIN >" II~~ER 
NX02 )' ~O*~O 
NXI2 >" :-'1*n 
The array dimensions will be fixed at the time of coopilation. 
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The follouing fUelS nre used by the NGRIDA nacelle grid generation code. 
FUa No. 
TAPE 5 
TAPE 6 
TAPE 10 
or 
TAPE 14 
TAPES 1.4.7 
5. ~GRIDA PROG~~ OUTPUT I~ERPRETATION 
U0460 
input file 
printed output file 
output files containing the nacelle 
grid coordinates 
scratch files (should be deleted 
after cooputation) 
The initial portion of the computer printout for the ~GRIDA program 
.::onsists of the :"\'~!ELISr input data. Then if the KD~tP·l option is specified, 
~etailed nacelle surface and outer boundary coordinate data are listed. After 
this. the G~\PS algorith~ output is printed. The finished grid point 
coordinates are then printed ivr select~d ~~ri1ional planes as specified by 
the KP~I~T lrray. Finally, certain index paraceters are printed. 
The output paraceters for the GRAPE algoritho are discussed in Reference 
6. The reoaining output paraceters are defined belol/. 
I ;-wraparound point index 
J ~-ciLcumferential point index 
K ~-radiat point index 
X x-coordinate of point in finished 
grid, (scaled units) 
Y y-coordinate of point in finished 
grid, (scaled units)" 
Z z-coordinate of point in finished 
grid. (scaled units) * 
xour x-coordinate of input ~oint on external 
surface, (ori~tnal units) 
ROUT radius of inp'.lt: point:' on external surface, 
(original units) 
XIN X-CJordinate of input point on internal 
surf~c~, (original units) 
RIN radius of in~ut point on internal surface, 
(original units) 
ARC-LENGTH arc length oeasured from hilite point. 
(original units) 
XBO x-coordinate of redistributed point on 
external surface, (original units) 
RBO radius of redistributed point on external 
surface, (original units) 
XBI x-coordinate of redistributed point on 
internal surface, (original units) 
RBI radius of redistributed point on internal 
surface, (original units) 
X5URF surface point x-coordinate used as input 
* fer GRAPE code, (original units) 
(Note - the y and % axes arc along the ~ingspan for the ~ln& and 
nacelle algorithos, reapcctively; the T. and y s:es are nercal to 
the wing for the wing and nacelle algorit~s, respectively) 
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surface point radiug used as input for 
GRAPE code, (original units) 
outer boundary point x-coordinate used as 
input for ~\PE code, (original units) 
outer boundary point radius used as input 
for GRAPE code, (original units) 
6. LK GRID INnRFACE PROGRA.~ INPUT PARAMETERS 
The input data required for execution of the LK grid inte"face program 
are entered by namelist input. In all cases, the single NAl~LIST NACEL must 
be entered. 
6.1 N~~ELIST ~ACEL 
The input pa~ameters entered in ~AMELIST ~ACEL specify th~ location of 
the ~acelle with respect to the wing. 
XR A real variable denoting the distance, in terns of the fraction of 
the local wing section chord, between the wing leading edge and the 
nacelle hilite, as shown in Figure 32. A default value of 0.7 is 
specified for XR. 
ZT A real variable denoting the distance, in terms of the fraction of 
the local wing section chord, between the top of the nacelle and the 
point on the wing leading edge, as shown in Figure 32. A default 
value of 0.4 is specified for ZT. 
SCALE A real variable denoting the ;n'lltiplying factor used to scale the 
nacelle and its grid. If the nacelle and wing reference lengths are 
the same, then SCALE=l.O. A default value of 0.22 is s~ecified for 
3C:\LE. 
6.2 PARA.'U:TER STATE~IEN1' SPECIFICATION 
The LK grid interface program uses variable array dimensions. The 
respective arr~y sizes are fixed by specification of the following dimension 
parameters on the PAruL~TER statement. 
Parameter 
IZZ > 
IZ2 
JZ > 
KZ "> 
IZJZ 
TSSZZZ 
IZT > 
IZB > 
NX > 
-
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(see documentation for) 
NI (GRGEN3) 
IZZ-:'2 
:U (GRGEN3) 
NK (GRGENJ) 
IZZ*JZ 
IZZ*JZ*KZ*6 
estimated number of points in the 
grid overlap region 
estimated number of points in the 
exhaust jet region at the nacelle 
aft station 
I:-1AX (~GR Ii)A) 
. -~ 
'. 
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...... ----lEADING 
EDGE 
XR WING 
ZT 
NACELLE 
LEADING EDGE 
Figure 32. Definition of nacelle position parameters XR 
and ZT. 
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mAX (NGRIDA) 
KMAX (NGRIDA) 
NX+l 
NX~NY*NZ*7 
The array dicensions will be fixed at the time of co~pilation. 
6.3 FILE USAGE 
The following files are used by the LK grid interface program. 
File No. 
TAPE 5 
TAP:: 6 
TAPES 9,1') 
TAPE 14 
TAPES 19,44 
input file 
printed output file 
input files from the GRGE~3 wing 
grid generation code containing the 
wing grid coordinates 
input file from the ~GRIDA nacelle 
grid generation code containing the 
nacelle grid coordinates 
output files from the LK grid 
interface program to be used as 
input to the ~JN code 
7. LK PROGRA:l OUTPUT I~TERPRETArrON 
The initial portion of the computer printout for the LK grid interface 
program consists of the ~A:!ELIST input data. The remaini~g output parameters 
are defined below. 
XR 
XL 
ZT 
ZB 
:<WOR 
'{WOR 
ZWOR 
Jl,J2 
!-lJC 
Kl,K2 
KJ1,KJ2 
~ 
NS 
the horizontal distance from the nacelle hilite to the wing leading 
edge (expressed in the wing coordinate system) 
the horizontal distance froo the nacelle aft station to the wing 
leading edge (expressed in the wing coordinate system) 
the vertical distance frem the nacell~ hilite (top meridional plane) 
to the wing leading edge (expressed in the wing coordinate system) 
the vertical distance from the nacelle hilite (bottom meridional 
plane) to the wing leading edge (expressed in the wing coordinate 
system) 
the x coordinate of the nacelle origin (expressed in the wing 
coordinate systeo) 
the y coordinate of the nacelle origin (expressed in the wing 
coordinate system) 
the z coordinate of the nacelle origin (expressed in the wing 
coordinate system) 
the J indices (spanwise direction) of the overlap region inner 
boundary 
the J i~dex of the wing span station that contains the nacelle plane 
of sj7.l::letry 
the K indices (no~al direction) of the overlap region inner boundary 
the K indices of the exhaust region at the aft station of the nacelle 
nunber of points i:1 the overlap region (J: > J < J2) 
n~~ber of points in the overlap region (J~Jl or J~J2) 
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NN n~bor of potnt9 in the e~hau8t jet region at the aft station of the 
nAcollo 
8. nm FLO}l SOLUTION PROGRAM InPUT PAR.A.HETERS 
nle input datA required for execution of tho TWN flow solution program 
are entered by n~eli~t input. In all caoes, the two NAMELISTS FLOWIN and 
FLOWe are entered. Most of the input parameters have assigned default values. 
~.l NAMELIST FLOWIN 
The input parameters specified in N~~ELIST FLOW IN control the computation 
of the wing cocponent flow field. 
MODE An integer which controls the program mode of operation for the wing 
component flow field calculation. If ~ODEsl, the mode of operation 
is for a wi~g/nacelle solution. If ~ODE=O, the ~ode of operation is 
for an isolated wing solution. A default vllue of 1 is specified for 
~ODE. 
KCX An integer denoting the number of solution cycles between the wing 
and nacelle algorithms that are to be perfo~ed for wing/nacelle flow 
field computations. KCX ~l must be entered if ~ODE·O is specified. 
A default value of 4 is s.~.!.;1fied for KCX. 
F~lACH 
ALPHAW 
.\R.U 
TIP 
ERROR 
A real variable denoting the free-stream ~ach number. A default 
value of 0.75 is specified for FMACH. 
A real variable denoting the angle of attack, in degrees. A default 
value of 0.0 is specified for ALPHAW. 
A real variable denoting the wing aspect ratio based o~ a Simple 
trapezoidal planform. If ARAT~O.O is ente.ed, the aspect ratio is 
computed internally. A default value of 0.0 is specified for ARAT. 
A real variable denoting the span location of the wing tip. If 
TIP=u.O is entered, then TIP is internally reset to 0.5. 
(Y(~JT)+Y(~JT-l». A defaulc value of 0.0 is specified for TIP. 
A real variable denoting the convergence tolerance used for 
terminating the wing flow field calculation. Convergence is attained 
if the following relation is satisfieci 
I~axl/I~ax! ~ CRIT (31) 
where ~ax is the maximum residual on the first iteration and R~ is 
the maximum residual on the nth iteration. A default value of Q.~01 
is specified for ERROR. 
A positive integer denoting the maximum number of iterations per 
cycle peI"'llissible in calculating the wing component flow field. .\ 
default value of 40 is specified for ~~XIT. 
The nelCt four paraoeters specify the acceleration constants used in the 
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AF2 iteration ochcoe for the wing algoritho. One cethod has been incorpor3ted 
into tho prosr~ for calculating the acceleration paraaeter sequence. The 
method employe the ccquencc 
(K-l, 2,3, ••• ,:i) (32) 
where Ilr. is the lower licit fora, Ci11s the upper l1C1it for a. K is the 
sequence elccent number, and M is the number of elements in the sequence. 
ALPHAL A positive real variable denoting the a lower limit~. 
A default value of 0.4 is specified for ALPHAL • 
. tU.PHAH A positive real variable denoting the a upper limit '1t. 
A default value of 4.0 is specified for ALPHAH. 
~ A positive integer denoting the number of elecents ~ of the sequence 
in equation (3Z). A default value of 3 is specified for M. 
KKK An integer denoting the starting element of the sequence given in 
equation (32). KKK must satisfy the relation C ~KKK ~~. A default 
value of 0 is specified for KKK. 
The following parameter specifies the standard relaxation factor used in 
the AF2 iteration scheme for the wing algorithm. 
mlEGA A positive real variable denoting the wing algorithm relaxation 
factor. For stability, mlEGA must be in the range 0.0 <OMEGA < 2.0. 
The default and recommended value for O~EGA is 1.8. 
The next three parameters control upwinding of the density and the amount 
of artificial viscosity and damping used in stabilizing the computations in 
regions of supersonic flow in the wing flow field solution. ~ote that 
upwinding is always applied in the ~-wraparound coordinate direction. 
~IF An integer which controls the upwiuding of the density coefficient:; 
in the wing algoritho for regions of supersonic flow. ~IF controls 
the upwinding options as follows: 
NDIF Option 
0 upwinding in the wraparound dtrectio:t 
1 \!pwinding in the wt'aparound and spanwise 
directions 
2 upwinding in the wt'aparound and noreal 
directions 
3 upwinding in the wt'aparound. spanwise. and 
normal directions 
In most cases, up~inding is not required in all three directions. A 
default value of 1 is specified for ~~rF. 
CON A positive real variable denoting the artificial viscosity 
coefficient used in perfor.ning upwinding of the density in regions of 
supersonic flow. CON generally takes the values 1.0 ~CON ~ 2.0, 
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with high~r value!! of CON producing greater uptt.inding. High values 
of con cc.n decrel1Gt'l shock vave reoolution. A default value of 1. 2 is 
specified for COlt. 
A pocitiva renl variable denoting the tioelike dissipation 
coefficient uhich i9 uced in the AF2 alsorit~ to producc diagonal 
do=inancQ in tho '-difforcnce equ&tions and thereby enhance stability 
in regiono of auperconic flou. Increasing BXl increases the amount 
of dissipation. A default value of 0.1 i9 specified for BXl. 
RGAM A real variable used as a circulation relaxation parameter in the 
wing flow field soletion algoritho. Low values of RGMi retard the 
build up of circulation whereas higher values have the opposite 
effect. Too high of values of RG~i can cause divergent oscillations 
in the iterative solution process. Best results are generally 
achieved using a high RGA!1 value (1.3 - 1.5) for the first several 
iter.?tion5 and th~n reducing RGA.'1 to a lower value (0.7 - 0.9) for 
the re~aining iterations. A default value of 0.7 is specified for 
RGA!-!. 
I~TOUT An integer which denotes the interval in iteration number at which 
the wing solution is printed. If IN~OUT-O, the printing of the 
solution is perforced only at the termination of the calculation. A 
defaulr value of 0 is specified for INTOL~. 
lOUT An integer which controls the amount of printout for the wing flow 
fip.ld solution algoritho. lOUT controls the printout as follows: 
JCPEND 
J5KIP 
lOUT 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Print/P:ot Option 
denSity, Mach n~~ber and pressure 
coefficient plots 
densit)· and ~ach nuober plots 
density and pressure coefficient plots 
density plot 
pressure coefficient plot 
Mach number and pressure coefficient plo~s 
~ach number plot 
skip all print routines 
A default value of 4 is specified f~r lOUT. 
An integer denoting the last l1-spanwise wing station up to which the 
wing solution is printp.d. If JCPE~~-O is entered, then JCPE~~ is 
internally reset to NJT-l. A default value of 0 is specified for 
JCPEND. 
An integer denoting the increment in l1-spanwise station nueber at 
which the wing solution is output. A default value of 1 is sp~cified 
for JSKIP. 
~CP An integer denoting whether or not to store the co~puted surface 
pressure coefficient data on disk file TAPE 20. If ~Cp*O, the file 
write is periot":led. If ~CP"O. the file write is not perfot":led. A 
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An integer eoployed in reatarting the program from a preceding 
calculation. If MORINYO, the potential field is reAd from di3k 
file TAPE 11. If HORIN-o, the file read is not perfor::led. A default 
value of 0 is specified for MORIN. 
An intoger employed in otoring the potential field for 
poot-processing or a restart calculation. If MOROur+O, the 
potential field is written onto disk file TAPE 12. If MOROur-o, the 
file write is not perfo~ed. A default value of 0 is specified for 
MOROur. 
After NAMELIST FLOW IN is entered, a title card is then entered. 
8.2 N~~ELIST FLOWC 
The input pa~ameters specified in ~~~ELIST FLOWC control the computation 
of the nacelle component flow field. 
~CF 
CRATIO 
KI~IT 
A real variable denoting the effective ~ch number at the compressor 
face. ~CF must be entered only if the inlet capture ratio (eRATIO) 
is not entered. A default value of 0.3516 is specified for ~eF. 
A real variable denoting the inlet capture ratio, which is defined by 
CRATIO ~ AI~/AHL (33) 
where AI~F is the cross-sectional are~ of the ~apture streamtube far 
upstream of the inlet, and AHL is the effective hili~e are3 (see 
Figure 33). If CRATIO,O, 0, then the compressor face ~1ach number 
~1eF will be internally computed from the supplied value of CRATIO. 
If CRATIO ~ 0.0, then ~1eF must be entered directly. A default value 
of 0.0 is specified for CRATIO. 
An integer denoting the nacelle grid potential function 
inittalization option. If KI~IT • 0, the potential function 
initialization is performed using free-stream velocity components for 
each point in the computational mesh. If KI~IT ~ 1, the potential 
function initialization is performed using free-stream velocity 
components for the external flow mesh points, ~nd using velocity 
components calculated from one-dimensional gas dynacic fo~ulae for 
the internal flow mesh points. The local internal flow ~~ch number 
is c;llculated using the compressor face :-tach number and the ratio 
between the local flow area and the compressor face area. Setti~g 
KI~IT ~ l generally significantly improves convergence spe~d. The 
default and recommended value for KI~!T is 1. 
A positive real v3riable used as a ~ach number ~ultiplier for the 
nacelle grid internal flow points if the KI~IT ~ 1 initialization 
option is specified. ~UL~ mU8t be entered only if !(I;.;n = l, and 
generally is in the range of 0.6 to 0.8. The default value for ~t:L'1 
is 0.7. 
CRIT A real variable denoting the conver~ence criterion use~ for 
te~inating the nacelle flow field calculation. Convergence is 
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AHL 
AINF 
----------------!--- -- --------------~ 
CAPTURE 
STREAM TUBE 
COMPRESSOR 
FACE 
NACELLE 
Figure 33. Definition of nacelle AI~F and AHL areas. 
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attained if the f~llowing relation i9 satiafied 
(34) 
1 
vhere ~~X i9 the caxiQ~ residual 
is the aaiiauo reaidual on the nth 
O.OOl is specified for CRr!. 
r. 
on the first iteration, and R;,o~a~ 
it~raeion. A default value I 
A positive integer denoting the maxia~ numJer of iterations per 
cycle permissible in calculating the nacelle component flow field. A 
default value of 50 is speclfied for ITMAX. 
The next four parameters specify the acceleration const~n~~ uJed in the 
AF2 iteration scheme for the nacelle 'ilgollthm. Two o~tions r.a·:.! been 
incorpor3ted into the ~acelle progrl~ for calculating the acc£;~r~:ion 
par30eter sequence. Th~ tirst option eoploys the sequence 
(Kos 1 ,2 .. 3 , • , • ,X) (35) 
Io"here .:'ty is the lowe:- limit for a, :l H is the upper 111:lit flJr Cl, K is the 
sequence element number, and ~ i~ the number ~f elemenls in the sequence. The 
~econd Option eoploys the ~equence 
(36) 
:LK • :lK_I 
in which case M equal3 8. 
(K=2,3, •• ,,7,8) 
'<ALPHA An integer denoting the :l-sequence to be used 
~~LPHA·l. the sequence given by equation (35) 
the sequence given by equation (36) is used. 
recomo~nded value for KALPHA is 1. 
in the computation. If 
is used. If KALPHA-2, 
The default and 
ALPHAL A positive real variable denoting the a lower limit ~ L' 
A default value of 1.0 is specified for ALPHAL. 
ALPHAH 
MD 
A positive real variable denoting the Il upper limit Cl H' 
A default val~e of 20.0 is specified for .\LPHAH. 
A positive integer denoting the nuob~r of ~l~oents ~ of the sequence 
in equation (35). A default value of .'3 is sp~r:i:ied for~. !1D must 
be entered as ? if the KALPHA-2 option is specified. 
The following para~ete. speclfies the standard relaxation facto. used in 
the AF2 iteration sche~e for the nacelle algorithm. 
O!1EGA A positive teal va.iable denoting the nacelle algorithm relaxation 
factor. Fo. stability, OMEGA must be in the range 0.0 < OMEGA < 2.0. 
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Tho dftfault and ~~CCQ2Znded valu2 for ~{EGA i8 1.0. 
The next threo ~r~etor~ control the upwtnding of the density and the 
acount of artificial viscoaity and di~cip4tlon u~ed in stabili:ing the 
c~putationQ in rcgiona of 9upereonic flou in th~ naccllQ flow field solution. 
Note that upuinding io always applied In tha ~-vr3parou~d coordinate 
direction. 
NKVIS 
CFACT 
An Intc30r denoting whether or not upw1ndins in r~~10n5 of supersonic 
flow 1s to bu 3pplied in the ~-r3dlnl coordinato direction. If 
NKVISaO, the upwinding is not ap,li~d. If NKVIS-l. upwind ins of the 
den~ity is arplied in the t-directlon. A default value of 0 is 
spec~fied for SKVIS. 
A ~ositive real vartable denoting the artificial ~1sco~lty 
cocfHe ient used in l-c!rfo rming upwi no ing of t he d~ns i ty in re;;ions v f 
sup~rson1c flow. CFACT generally tak~s the v~lu~s l.a ~ CFAC! < 2.0, 
with higher values of CFACT producing ~rc3ter up~inding.· High values 
of CFACT can decrease shock wave resolution. A ~ef~ult value of 1.2 
is specified for CFACT. 
A positive real variable denoting the ti~~like dt~sipation 
coefficient which is used in the AF2 31gorit~ t~ produce diagonal 
donin3nce in tre ~-difference equations ~nd ther~~~ enhance stability 
in regions of supersonic flow. Increasing BXIE increases the ru:ount 
of dissipation. A default value of 0.1 is speciiied for BXIE. 
The ne~t three paraoeters control the s~oothlng oper~tlons petfcr:ed in 
the co~put3tions. 
A positive integer denoting the ~-radi~l station i~dex K up to ~hich 
~moothing is pcrforced for the co~put~d Jensity in the ;-wr~paround 
coor,H~ate direction in the vicinity of the ;tR.-\~: ~-S":3tion (see 
Figure 34). The density smoothing sen~ralty tmproves convergence 
speed. A default value of 4 is specified fo .. : KS~rm. 
An integer denoting the number of times 3 smooth ins polyno~ial is 
applied in SQoothing the density values in the ~-cirection in the 
vicinity of the ITRAN2 ~-station fvr the ~-stativns ranging from 1 to 
KSMTH. If KIIXE-o is entered, no smoothing is rerfo~ed. The 
density smoothing generally improves convergence speed. A default 
value ; 3 is specified for KTrME. 
~~EL A positive integer denoting the nu~ber Df ~-stati~ns to the left ann 
to the right of point ITRAN2 at whi~h the denstty i~ smoo~hed. 
Smoothins is perfomed froo point (lTR.·\X2-!IDEL) :;:1 poiOlt 
(IT~~~~+~OEL) for the t-st3cions r3n~in~ from 2 to K3~TH, and from 
point (!rRi~2+l) to point (ITRA~2+~·~D~t) for the 1st ~-station. A 
default value of 3 is specified fvr ~~EL. 
The next two par3..:Il'!ters specify the potent!..\l functi.la und~r-reLlxation 
factors. 
CORFA! .-\ one-dbensional real variable an,,), ':::vnsistins .)t K:{.\X <!lc::lents. 
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COnFAT(K~ (K-l, ••• ,KMAX) 9pecifi~~ tho potential function 
under-relAXAtion factor for the Kth ~-station. This under-relaxation 
10 naceoonry to caint4in stability and enhnnce convergence for cesh 
points necr the inlet centerlina. Under-relaxation of the potential 
function is ~rforced only for the ~-st~tions which are in the range 
ITRAH3 < I < UL\x (!leu Figur.! 34). TIle ele:1C!nts of CORFAT generally 
rango frooa lo~ valu~ at ~. 1 to 4 value of 1.0 (no 
under-relaxation) 4S K a?proache9 ~~. The folloving default values 
have bean 49signed to the ~lc~ents of CORFAT: CCRFAT(K)· 0.2, 0.40, 
0.60, 0.80, and 1.0 for K • 1 to 5, respectively. 
lTCOR A positive integer denoting the iteration number 4t Which the 
potential function under-relaxation is ter.ninated. For iteration 
numbers greater than ITCOR, the standard algorit~ with no 
under-relaxation is ~ppli~d. Generally, fastest convergence is 
obtai~ed by using under-relaxation for all iterations. The default 
and reco~~ended value for ITCOR is 10,000. 
v.rr A real variable denoting the exhaust jet velocity no~alized by the 
critical scni~ speed. A default value of 0.9 is specified for VJT. 
An integer which controls the ceridional station output frequency 
when the nacelle surface solution is printed. Setting J~PR-l prints 
every circu:uferential station. .\ default value of 3 is specified for 
J~PR. 
~L~!P A one-di~ensional integer array consisting of seven elc~ents. Each 
element of KDL~P specifies whether or not 3 particular nacelle 
algoritho subroutine is to have debug output print~d. Specifying 
KDL~P(I)·l (I·l, •••• 7) activates the debus output option for the 
corresponding subroutine. Specif>ing K~~!p(r) • U ~~uses the debug 
printout to be skipped. The eleoents of KDL~P activ~te the debug 
printout for the follOWing subroutine3/cooputations and have the 
following default values. 
K!lL~P(I) 
K!)L~P(l ) 
~l1{P(2) 
K!)L~P(3 ) 
KDmiP(4) 
~miP(5) 
KDL~P(6 ) 
};.Dt:~ P (7 ) 
Activates Debug Output 
for (SUBROUTI~e:) 
oetrie ~alculations (~~TRIC) 
initialization (~I~Ir) 
not presently used 
AF2 solution scheme (~SOL\~) 
phYSical density calculation (~RO) 
residual calculation (~RESID) 
codified density calculation (~ROCO) 
Default 
V3lue 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
\} 
o 
I!STR! An integer denoting the iteration number at which debug output io to be 
initiated. A default value of 1 is specified for ITSTRT. 
~. 3 t".\:u.'1ETER ST.\T::~I::~"T SPECIFICATIO~ 
:-h~ 7":~ flow solution prograJ:l uses variable array dlocnsions. The 
respe~~ive array sizes are fixed by speclfic~tl~n of certain paraJ:leters on 3 
?\!t\:·!~7::R state::lcnt. 1:le PAP..A.'1ETER st.lte:ent for the 1\1~ ,:ode is identical to 
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that used in the LIt grid interface coda. -Hence, the uaer should refer to 
Section 6.2 of th18 ch4pter for a definition of the dimension paraoeters for 
the nm code. 
8.4 FlLR USAGE 
The following files are used by the TWN flow solution code. 
FUoi! No. 
TAPE 5 
TAPE 6 
TAPES 9,10 
TAPE 11 
TAPE 12 
TAPE 19 
TAPE 20 
TAPE 44 
input file 
printed output file 
input files from the GRGEN3 wing grid 
generation code containing the wing grid 
coordinates 
input file containing the potential field 
from a previous wing solution (for restart 
option) 
output file on which the current wing 
potential field is written (for restart 
opt ion) 
input file from the LK grid interface code 
containing the grid overlap region 
parameters 
output file containing the wing surface 
pressure coefficient field 
input file from the LK grid interface code 
containing the scaled nacelle grid coordinates 
q. "!";~ PROG~1 OU!PUT I~TERPRETA T!O~ 
The iaitial portion of the computer printout for the TWN progrem consists 
of the :l.-\.:IELIST input data. Then the preliminary information listed below is 
ou;put. 
RHosn critical density normalized by stagnation density 
RHOI~'F free-stream density nornalized by st3gnation density 
QI~ free-stream velocity magnitude normalized by critical 
sonic speed 
NI maximum number of wing grid points in the wraparound 
direction 
NJ maximum nUlllb~r of wing grid points in the spanwise 
direction 
NK maximum number of wing grid points In the normal direction 
lHALF equals NI/2+l 
The wing algor.ithm output parameters are defined below. 
ITER 
IC~lU 
JC:1A..X 
C~1A.,{ 
IR.'IAX 
iteration number 
location of maximum correction (~-index) 
location of maximum corr~ction (D-index) 
lccation of maximum correction (~-indcx) 
t:::-dmu:n correction 
:.ocation of maximum residual (~-index) 
8) 
IU 
XU 
ZU 
XL 
ZL 
XUC 
XLC 
CPU 
CPL 
RHOU 
RHOL 
HACHU 
MACHt 
I 
Y 
ylUp 
CL/c 
cD/e 
Ot(RTC/.+) 
location of =£%la~ rculdual (n-index) 
loc4tion of ca:iaua reaidual (~-lndex) 
wut1r:na rc!ll1d ual 
nu=bor of ~uPQraonic points 
acceleration p4rC~Qtcr 
an nrray contnining circulation values for four consecutive 
iternt1ono 
grid point n~bor on wlnB Durfnce 
x-coord1r.atc for wins upper 8urfnce 
z-coordinnta for uing upper surface 
x-coord1nnto for wing lower surf~ce 
z-coord1nate for wins lower surface 
x-coordinate for wing upper gurf~ce 1n X of chord 
x-coordinate for wing lower surface in ~ of chord 
pressure coefficient on wing upper surface 
pressure coefficient on wing lower surface 
density on wing upper surface no~alized by stagnation 
dansit>-
density on wing lower surface normalized by stagnation 
density 
Hach nU::1ber on wing upper surface 
~lach nuober on wing lower surface 
wing span stacion number 
y-coordinate of wing span station 
y-coordinate of wing span station in teros of iractlon of 
wing sC::1ispan 
local wing section lift coefficient scaled by local chord 
local wing section wave drag coefficient scaled by local 
chord 
local wing section coment coefficient about the root 
quarter chord 
The nacelle algorithm output paraceters are defined below. 
I 
J 
X 
Y 
Z 
OX 
RHO 
MACH 
CP 
~SP 
R."!AX 
RAVe 
IR.'1AX 
H .. '1AX 
KR..'lAX 
~-wraparound pc_nt index 
n-circuoferential point index 
x-coordinate of surface solution point 
y-coordinate of surface solution point ~ 
z-coordinate of surface solution point· 
axial (x) distance betwe~n surface solution point and 
hl11te point for a given meridional plane 
density coefficient defined as the local density 
noroallzed bl stagnation density 
Mach nuober 
pressure coefficient 
number of supersonic points 
maxiouo reSidual 
average residual 
~-location of maximun residual 
n-Iocation of maximuo residual 
~-locatlon of maxiouc residual 
• (Nota - the 1 ~nd z a:eG Are along the vingapan for the ~ing and 
n3celle algorith::1G. reopectively; the Z And y axes are no.mal to 
the vin~ for the ving snd nacelle algorithms. respectively) 
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SECTION V 
S"JIPLE CASES Ali1> SUGGESTIOHS FOR USAGE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this section, s~ple cases are presented to illustrate application of 
both the GRGEN3 and NGRIDA grid generation prograos, the LK grid interface 
program, and the TWN flow analysis program. For each sample case, a 
discussion of the probl~ is given, the required input data are-presented, and 
selected portions of the computer output are li3ted. The input par~eter 
discussions follow the order in which the input parameters are pres~nted in 
Section IV. At the end of this section, subgestions are provided for use of 
the computer programs. 
2. GRGES3 WISG GRID GE:-''ERATIO~ PROCRA!-l SA!-fPLE CASE 
This sample case is presented to illustrate application of the GRGES3 
wing grid generation program to dete~ining the co~putational grid about a 
NACA 0012 unswept and untapered wing configuration. This case represents the 
case being considered when the default wing geometry contained within the 
GRGES3 code is used. 
The data deck for this sample case is illugtrated in Figure 35. All 
input parameters in ~~ELIST GRID3D retain their default values except for NJ, 
SK. NJr, NJC. DilIP, DYNCL, and DYROOT. The number of spanwise and 
normal stations to be used in the grid are 30 ana 22, respectivelYi hen~e, NJ 
• 30 and ~ .. 22 are entered in 11A..'1ELtST GRID3D. The spanwise indices 
denoting the first s~ation off the wing tip and the nacelle location are 25 
and 13, respectively; hence, NJr • 2S and NJC • 13 are specified. The 
spanwise spacings near the wing tip and wing root are 0.4 and 0.2. 
respectively; hence, DYTIP • 0.4 and DYROOT a 0.2 are specified. The spanwise 
grid spacing near the nacelle symmetry plane is controlled by entering 
D~CL-o.20. 
All input parameters in ~~LIST GRID~N rct3in their d~fault values 
except for the grid point distribution parameter BI:m. BI~S· 1.08 is entered-
which clusters points near the leading and traili~g edges of the wing surface. 
Selected portions of the cocputer output for this sample case are 
presented in Figure 36. 
3. NGRIDA NACELLE GRID GE~"ERAnON PRJGRA!-l SA.'1PLE CASE 
This sa.!lple case is presented to illustratt: applica.tion of the ~GRIDA 
nacelle grid generation progr~ to deter.nini~s the inte-:face cocputational 
grid about t~e Lockhepd-Georgia G~LACl 3xisym~etric nacelle/inlet 
configuration. This case represents the case being considered when the 
default nacelle geom~try contained within the ~G~IDA code is used. 
The data deck for this sample case is illustrated in Figure 37. All 
input parameters itl ~;:-1ELI~T LISn ret.lin their default values except for 
K:-L\X. RADOlJT, XLEFT, ALPH.l.O. ALPHAI, and IT.\PE. Five rad tal stltions will be 
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SGRID3D NJ-30. NK-22. NJr-2S. NJC-13. DYTIP-O.4. 
DYNCL-O.20. DYROOr-O.2 SEND 
SGRIDIll BINU .. l.03 SErlD 
Figure 35. Data deck for GRGEN3 sample case. 
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Gv 
co 
--..1 
» 
GRGEN3, THil~E DIMENSIONAL WING GRID G~NERATOH USING A TWU DIH~NSIONAL GRID AT EACH SPAN STATION. 
WRITTEN BY TeRRY HOLST (APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL A£RODYNAHIC5 BRANCH), ALAN rE~~QUI5T, AUD SCOTT D. 
c., NASA AUES RESEARCH CENTER, KOrr~fr fIELD, CALIFORNIA 94035 .*. 
TH~ HAXIMU~ DlrtENSIONS ARE 151 BY 30 HY 30, 
nGRI030 
!JiRonT l: 
OYTIP 
DYlICL 
tl! 
NJ 
NJC 
NJT 
UK 
SF'ACT 
SMOOTH 
SWPANG 
TIP 
TL~ANG 
CEL 
GEND 
Q 
IS 
:.I 
l; 
:; 
D 
;: 
c 
II 
Q 
:J 
a 
a 
0,2000000000000000 
0.4000000000000000 
0.2000000000000000 
101, 
lO, 
13, 
25, 
22, 
1.2r,0000000000000 , 
1.000000000000000 , 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO, 
6.000000000000000 , 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO, 
3.000000000000000 
00 
"':r; 
~ 
-0 ,.J o .• ~ ?.. 
0"-: 
::0 1-
,c; •• 
c: ,':. 
:;.;. f.' 
r" r~; 
:J ;:;1 
NOTE THAT THERE ARE 101* 30: 3030 POINTS IN EACH K~PLANE, AND 101. 30' 2~a 66660 TOTAL POln~a. 
INCIDENTALLY, lOt' 300 22'6= 399960 
IUTERUALLY GENERATED Y DISTRIBUTION 
FOH TIP AT Y =6,0000, AND NJT : 25 
J Y(J) 
1 0,000000 
;Z 0.200000 
3 0.411177 
4 0.647392 
5 0,911773 
figurc 36. Output for GRGENJ samplc casco 
( 
OJ 
CD 
\..:./ 
·SGRIOIN 
AHGRlO III 
ALGRIO II 
DHW lJ 
EIlGRI!) D 
lINCn G 
lOPT a 
JUICR Q 
KGRID l:I 
I~AXIT D 
MGRlO g 
NOlJT5 a 
NOUT6 Q 
NSTATN II 
or-a:G a 
RADHAX a 
TI~AX e 
xc I'J 
XCfI Il 
bEND 
27 7.000000 
20 7.656000 
29 8.347200 
30 9.176640 
1.0nOOOoooOOOOOOOOEaO~, 
6.00000000oo000aOOEu 05, 
1.000000000000000 , 
9.S99999~9~9~9~909~o04, 
3, 
1, 
6, 
0, 
200, 
0, 
0, 
201, 
0, 
2.000000000000000 
6.000000000000000 , 
O,laOOCOOoOOOOOOO O 
Oo~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO , 
0,0000000000000000£+00 
• 
00 
"';0 
-cG> 
0:::; 
0""-;o~ 
.0-0 
C :;~ 
;x:.p 
.1'1 
~Ul 
NOTE THAT FOR THE HACAOO~X OPTION THE THICK~ESS·TO-CHORD HATlO IS AC~UALLY 0.1100. 
Figure 36. Continued. 
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-n:::1 
--oQ 
07! 
O'P 
:;J \-~ 
p.~ c_ .' 
••• FINAL AIRFOIL COORDI~ATE OISTHIBUTION, Y D 0.000000 ••• r.=-n "3. .. , I' , 
... 
I XB r& 62 sx .1 XB YB 52 SX I xa 1D 
1 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00267 35 0.21523 0,00000 0,76477 0.02540 69 O.269~G 0.00000 
2 0.994167 0.00000 0.00533 0,00567 36 0.19071 0,00000 0. 1f 0929 0.oa36~ 70 002~OOl o.oo~oo 
3 0.96866 0.00000 0.01134 0,00b39 37 0.16795 (i.OOOOO 0.1:13205 0.02169 71 o.:UOO~ 0,00000 
4 0.91H89 0,00000 0,01611 0.00718 38 0,14694 0.00000 0, 1f 5306 0,02016 .,3 0.SG3l5 0000000 
5 0.91430 0.00000 0.02570 o.ooaOb 39 0.127b4 0.00000 0.1:17236 0.011347 73 0.3SlS'1G 0.00000 
6 0.96578 0.00000 0.030122 0,00902 40 0.11000 O.OOOOu 0.1:19000 0.0163f) 74 O.·UOO:! 0 0 00000 
7 0.95625 0.00000 0,04375 0.01006 41 0.09395 0.00000 0.'#0605 0.01531 75 Oo~G~O~ 0,,00000 
8 0.g4561 0.00000 O.O~~39 O.O112~ 42 O.07~39 0.00000 0.!l2061 0.01306 76 0 0150000 0 000000 
9 0.93376 0.00000 0.06~24 0.01250 43 0.06624 0,00000 0. 9 3376 0.01250 77 o.!l~i)U 0.00000 
10 0,92061 0.00000 0,07939 0.01366 4.,. 0.05439 0.001)00 0.!J4!j61 0.01124 7a 0.(60111) 0.00000 
11 0.90605 O.COOOO 0.09391) 0,01531 45 0.04375 0,00000 0.~5625 0.01000 70 0.1l01~2~ 0,00000 
12 0.8!;l00O 0.00000 0.11000 0.01695 (,6 0.03422 0.00000 0.~657B O.00~02 ao 0.G3'165 0.00000 
13 0.87H6 0,00000 0.12764 O.OlGH 47 0.02571 0.00000 O. !)74.30 O.OODO~ 01 OQGClC91 0.00000 
U 0.115106 0.00000 0.14694 0.02015 40 0.01009 0.00000 O.~G109 0.00710 oa O.700!)9 0,00000 
co 
15 0,83205 0.00000 0.16795 0.02189 49 0.01139 0.00000 0.90066 0.00639 OJ 0 073054 .0.00000 
\D 16 0.1.10929 0,00000 0,19071 0.02364 50 0.00523 0.00000 0.~9467 0.00567 04 0.75050 0000000 
17 0.76477 0.00000 0.21523 0.02540 51 0.00000 0,00000 1. 0 0000 0.00533 05 0.'1Cl~7'1 0.00000 
10 0.75B!l0 0.00000 0.24150 0.02711 52 0.00523 0.00000 1. 00533 0.0056"1 (36 0.00039 0.00000 
19 0.73054 0.00000 0.269.l6 0,02076 53 0.01139 0.00000 1.°1134 0.00639 07 0.o.')tlO9 0.00000 
20 0.70099 0.00000 0.29901 0.03029 54 0.01009 0.00000 1. U1911 0.00710 OG 0.05306 0.0000(1 
21 0,66997 0,00000 0.33003 0.03167 ~5 0.02571 0,00000 1. U2570 o.ooeoe; 09 0.0723G 0.0001>:; 
22 0.ti376~ 0.00000 0.36235 0.03286 56 0.03422 0.00000 1,03422 0.00902 90 O.G~OOO 0.00000 
23 0.60(.24 0.00000 0.39576 0,03383 57 0.04375 0.00000 1. lI 4375 0.0100a 91 0.90605 0.00000 
24 0.50998 0.0000", 0.43002 0.03455 58 0.05439 0.00000 1.°5439 0.011211 92 0.92051 0.00000 
25 0.)35B 0.00000 O.4b4B6 0.03499 S9 0.0()62~ 0.00000 1.U6624 0.01250 93 0.9:il~7~ 0.00000 
26 0.50000 0,00000 0.50000 0.03514 60 0.07939 0.00000 1,07939 0.013t16 !)~ 0.g~G61 0.00000 
27 0.4b'106 0.00000 0.53514 0.03499 61 Oc09395 0.000('10 1.09395 0.01531 95 0.9552:; 0.00000 
29 0.43002 0.00000 0.56990 0.03455 62 0.11000 0,00000 1.~1000 0.016&5 95 0.96970 OeOOOOO 
29 O.H~7b 0.00000 0.60424 0.03303 63 0.12'?b4 0,00000 1.~2764 0.01U47 97 O.9H130 O.OOOQO 
30 O,3b2J5 0.00000 0.63765 O.032il6 64 0.14694 0,00000 1.14694 0.02015 gQ O.g(UQg 0.00000 
II 0.33003 0.00000 0.66997 0,03167 65 0.16795 O,ooono 1.16795 0.02109 99 0.900GG 0 000000 
32 0.29901 0.00000 0.70099 0.03029 66 0.19071 0.00000 1.19071 0,02364 100 0.99467 '0.00000 
33 0.269<16 0.00000 0.73054 0.02376 67 0.21523 0.00000 1.~lS23 0.02540 
34 0.24150 O.uOOOu 0.75050 0.02711 68 0.24150 0,00000 1.:l41~0 u.02711 
Figul c 36. Continued. 
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SL15T1 Kl~-5, RADOUT-16.0, XLEFT--12.0, ALPHAO-1.09, 
ALPHAI-l.09. 1TAPE-14 SEND 
SLIST2 SE!lD 
SLIS!3 SEND 
SLI5T4 $EllD 
Figure 37. Data deck for SGRIDA 1ample case. 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
UBcd in the interface grid, hence KMAXa 5 is opecified in NM-mLIrT LISTl. 
Becauoe nn interfeco grid is baing generated, the magnitudes of the outer 
boundary par40otQrO nAOOUT and XLEFT are reduced from their default values to 
16.0 and -12.0, roopcctively. The ALPHAO and ALPHAI grid stretching function 
parAmeters are changed slightly from their default valup.g to a value of 1.09 
each. Since this io an interface grid generation, the nacelle grid coordinate 
data must be loaded onto dhk file TAPE 14; hence, ITAPE .. 14 is specified. 
All input parameters entered in t~mLISTS LIST2, LIST3, and LIST4 retain 
their default values. 
Selected portions of the computer output for this sample case ~re 
presented in Figure 38. 
4. tK GRID I~TERFACE PROGR~~ S~~LE CASE 
This sa~ple case is presented to illustrate application of the LK grid 
interflce progran. The case considered interfaces the ~ACA 0012 wing grid and 
the GEL\C1 nacelle grid generated by the sample cases of the G~GE~3 and ~GRIDA 
programs, respectively. 
The data deck for this sample case is illustrated in Figure 39. All 
input parameters in NAMELIST ~ACEL retain their default values except for XR. 
The distance, expressed in te~s of the fraction of the local chord, between 
the nacelle hilite point and the wing leading edge point is 1.0. Hence, XR • 
1.0 is specified in NA!-IELIST ~ACEL. 
Selected portions of the computer output for this sample case are 
presented i~ Figure 40. 
5. 1"..1:\ FLJI~ SOLUTION PROGRA..~ SAHPLE CASE 
This sample case is presented to illustrate application of the TWN flow 
analysis progran. This case considers the multicomponent flow field 
computation about the NACA0012-wing/GELACl-nacelle configuration. This case 
employs the grids and interface parameters generated by the GRGEN3, ~GRIDA, 
and LK sample case executions. 
The data deck for this sample case is illustrated in Figure 41. All 
input parameters in NAMELIST FLOWIN retain their default values except for 
ALPHAW. NDlF, RG~~, and JSKIP. For this case, the free-strea!:l ~lach number is 
retained at its default value of 0.75. The angle of ~ttack considered in this 
case equals 1.0 degree, hence ALP!lAWnl.O is entered in Nt'01ELIST FLOWI~. 
Upwinding in re~ions of ~upersonic flow will be applied only in the wraparound 
direction, hence NDIFxO is entered. The wing circul~tion relaxation parameter 
RG~1 is entered as 1.1. The spanwise output frequency for the wing solution 
is specified as JSKIP-12. A title card is enter~d nfter HAHELIST FLDilIN. 
All input parameters in NA!'fELIST FLOWC retain their default values exc~pt 
for CRATIO and J:JP~. For thi~ case. the inlet capture ratio CRATIO is 
specified as 0.7. The circumferential output frequency for the nacelle 
solution is now specified as ~IPR·6. 
Selected portions of the computer output for this sample case are 
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T~RE~-OIMENSIONAL ~ACELL~ GkID GENERATION PROG~AU 
LISTING OF INPUT DATA 
SLISTI 
WAX 
Jl'IAX 
KHAX 
XLEFT 
RAI.)OUT 
DELTA 
IOUTER 
I INliER 
ALPHA I 
ALPHAO 
KOUTER 
ALPHBl 
ALPHBO 
SCALE 
!TAPE 
KPLOT 
Kl)l:::V 
K1JUHP 
IAA 
100 
KPRINT 
KTIME 
NOEL 
I.)SFACT 
KRAMP 
IHAHP 
SEND 
SI,IST2 
;z 
:; 
:: 
= 
D 
IS 
;z 
It 
:; 
D 
I: 
:: 
a 
:: 
• 
;: 
:; 
:: 
;: 
;: 
8 
:: 
:: 
:; 
: 
:I 
61, 
13, 
5, 
-12.00000 
16.00000 
0.5000000 
30, 
30, 
1.090000 
1.090000 
0, 
1.00000u 
1.000000 
0.1190476 
14, 
1, 
1 , 
1, 
12, 
57, 
1, 
3, 
5, 
1.000000 
1, 
57 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
24*0, 
Nu = 100, 
XaUT : O.OOOOOOOE+OO, 4.9999999F.-03, 9.9999996F.-03, 1.5000000E-02, 
2.0000000E-Ol, 2.5000000E-02, 2.9999999E-02, 3.~OOOOOO~-O~, 3.9999999E-02, 
4.5000002E-02, 5.00U0001E-02, ~.5000000E-02, 5.9999999E-O~, 6.4999998E-02, 
7.GOGOO~OE-O~, 7.9999~geE.02, 9.0000004E·0~, u.l00~OOO 0.1100000 
Figure '38. Output for NCa{lIlA sample casc. 
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GRID POINT COORDINATES fOR SELECTF.O M~RlnIONA~ PLAN~S 
1= 1 J;; 1 K= 1 X= 0.619048E+01 '1'= O,190476E+Ol z= 0.0000001:;+00 ~ 
la 2 J:a 1 K= 1 XIII 0.51J1150E+Ol '1'= {\,190476!::+Ol z= O,oooooot;+OO 
1= 3 Jl3 1 K: 1 Xa 0,5440J8E+Ol . y= 0.190476E+01 Z= 0.0000001::+00 
Ie 4 J= 1 1\:1 1 X= O,S0901';1E.01 y= O,lS0"'bi::+01 Zoa O.OOOOOOa:;.,.OO 
1= S J~ 1 K= 1 x;:: 0.47b67tlEot01 '1'= O.190476E+Ol z= O.oooooot;'I'OO 
1= 6 J::I 1 Kt: 1 XI: 0.446923E+Ol y= 0.19047bl::+Ol Z~ O.OOOOOOr:;~OO 
1= 7 J= 1 t( z: 1 Xa O.'U9443E+Ol y= O.19047bE+Ol Z::S O.OOOOOO!;:;~OO 
Ie e J= 1 K= 1 XI' 0,3Y362:'E+Ol '(= 0,1904 76f>,Ol Z= O.OuOOOO~~OO 
1= 9 J:I 1 Ka 1 X" O.369473E+01 Yz: 0,190476E+01 Z= O.OOOOOOEqOO 
1= 10 J:; 1 Km 1 Xu O.34!1491t::'tC,1 'ir:. 0,19047ot::ot01 Z= 0.0000001::+00 
1= 11 J::I 1 1(= 1 Xr:. O.32Gb9bt..01 '1';:: 0.19001761::+01 Z= O.OUOOOOt:+OO 
Ie 12 J:I 1 &<= 1 Xr:. 0.2~U56E:.,01 Y= O,19Cl476E+Ol Z= O.OOOOooE~oO 00 
-.0 1= 13 J= 1 1<= 1 x= O.266!l1:lE.01 Ye 0.1904761:.:+01 Z:;: O.OOOOOOt=+OO "1 ?! 
\..l 1= 14 J= 1 j\ ... 1 X= 0.24170b~;'t01 '1':; 0.190ta76E+Ol Za O.OOOOOOC;+OO " !,:) :::> ;~. 
1= 15 J:I 1 1<= 1 Xc: 0.220771£'1'01 '1'= 0.1904761::+01 Z= 0.0000001:;",00 :''1 t:; 
I:: 16 J:z 1 1(;: 1 Xc: 0.203231£+01 ¥z: 0.19047bE+Ol ze O.OOOOOOt:""OO ).' 'i-' 
Ie: 17 J= 1 K= 1 X= 0.11i7~44E+01 VI: 0.190476E+Ol z= 0.0000001:;.00 .0\.1 
1= 11:1 1.
'
= 1 K= 1 rc 0.175016E+01 ¥= 0.1904761:;1'01 Ze O.oooooot; .. OO 
c: ~, 
,.. r'-' 
1= 19 J= 1 K= 1 X= O.163354E:1'Ol ¥= O,1'10470r.:1'ul Z= O.OuuOvOt:q.OO r- i'l 
1= :lO .J;;; , K= 1 Xc: O.1!:1221ttc.+Ol ¥I: 0.19u47br.:+01 ,= O.OOOOOO~+OO ~W 
I:;; 21 J;: 1 K= 1 x= 0.141303E.+Cll V= 0.190476t::+01 Z= O.OOOOOOt::+OO 
1= 22 J:::I 1 K= 1 Xc O.1303=H+Ol ¥r: 0,190476E+01 Z= O.oooooot;'tOO 
1= 23 J= 1 K= 1 x;:: 0.l1%96E+(\1 y:;; 0.190476£1'01 Z= O.OOOOOOt:1'OO 
I::: ::ll,\ J. 1 t;:: 1 I.e O.107226t:'tOl '(= 0.19047br:+Ol Z= O.OOOOOOC;"'OO 
Ie 25 J= 1 ~= 1 Xc 0.1)43739£+00 'l= 0.14047bt:+01 Z= 0.0000001::+00 
1= 26 J= 1 K;: 1 Xc 0.ROO539E+OO '1'= 0,19047bE+01 Z= 0.0000001::'t00 
I:;; 27 J:; 1 1\:: 1 X .. O.63!>7&t3£+OO '1'; O,19047bE't01 Z= 0.0000001::+00 
1= 28 J= 1 1\. 1 X:; 0.4::1~1Vb~otOO '1':;; 0.19047010:+01 z= O.OOOOOOt:+OO 
Ie 29 J= 1 ~= 1 X:: 0.~~1400~ ... OO y= 0.18U206~+Ul z= O.UOOOOOt.+OO 
Ie 30 J:: 1 /{c 1 Xc 0.1 09190~:+l'0 y= 0 5 11907;£+01 Z= O.OUOOOOt:+OO 
Figure 38. Continued. 
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SNACEL XR-l.O SEltD 
Figure 39. Dat3 d~ck for LK sample case. 
{: 
r. 
~ 
V\ 
SNACEL 
XR 
ZT 
SCALE 
BEND 
IE 1.000000 
a 0.4000000 
I; 0.2200000 
t 
XR:s -1.00000 XL- 0.04762 zr- .. 0.40000 ZBc -0.87143 
XWORa -1.00000 YWORa 3.00000 Z\>ORc -0.63571 
NJC:a13 Jl=l1 J2a15 
NUHB~R OF POIN~S ON ZIGZAG BOUNDARY ~ = 44 
Klc 9 K2= 17 
~UHB~H Of POINTS ON ZIGZAG S~RFACE Nb c 
NO.OF EXriAUST P~INTS NN = 5 
KJla 14 KJ2= 16 
Figure 40. Output for LK sample C~~~. 
9" 
00 
-r: ~"2 
"t :."~ 
o '!.: f~ ~.J 
fII'.; i .. 
to -:"J 
C
"· --_ .J ?~ :.: 
:., '0 j 
-', : -
-< .~:... ~ 
L 
$FLOWIN ALPRAW-l.O. rmIF-O. RGAM-l.l. J5KIP"12 $END 
NACAOOI2/CELAC1 
$FLOWC CRATIO-O.7, JNPR-6 SEND 
Figure 41. Data deck for ~ sample case. 
...... _-------------_ .. _---_ .... -
precentad in Finura 42. 
6. SUGGESTIONS FOR USAGE 
The GRGEn) and HGRIDA grid gcneration progrlms. the LK grid interface 
progrca. nnd the nnt flow analysin progr~ have been executed on the 
VAX-ll/780 and CRAY-l cooputcre. All of the~e progrecs employ PARAMETER 
statecents which fix the respective array dimensions at the time of 
compilation. This provideD an effective means of changing program core 
storage requirements. The VAX version of each program employs.an INCLUDE 
statement which inflerts the respective PARAMETER statement at the appropr1.ltc· 
locations within the code. The GRGEN3 wing grid generation program employs 
the 'INCLUDE 'GRGEN3.DIM" statement. The NGRIDA nacelle grid generation 
program employs the 'INCLUDE 'NGRID.DI~{" statement. The LK grid interface 
program employs the 'INCLUDE 'TIlING. DI~" and 'I!ICLUDE ':-lACELLE. !H~" 
statements. The TWN flow analysis program employs the same INCLUDE statements 
as does the LK program. If the codes are executed on a VAX, then the 
GRGEN3.:n:·I, ~GRID.DI~, TWING.!)I~, :~nd NACELLE.DI~I files :nust reside in the 
user's directory. For execution on the CRAY-l or CDC ~ooputers, the PA~ffiTER 
statement is edited into the respective code by use of a COMDECK. For use on 
other computer systems, the PA~~~ETER statements will have to be inserted in 
the respective progra~s at the locations noted by the I~CLUDE statements. 
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SFLOWIN 
ALPHAH = 4.000000 ALPHAL = 0,4000000 ALPHA'll :; 1,000000 , 
ARAT :z 0,00000001::+00, 
aX! :z 0,1000000 
CON :z 1,200000 , 
ERROR ;; 1.00000001::-03, 
FHACH ;; 0.1500000 , 
IrITOUT :: 0, 
lOUT :z 4, 
JCPEND = 0, 00 JS~IP :; 12, "Tl;:C "tJ~ J(KI< = 0, 0 
'-D IHUT :: 40, 0):; ()) 
M = 8, 
:;Or-
MCP :; 0, 0"'0 C~ MORIU :II 0, >0 
~IOROUT :; 0, r F! =j~ NOU' =: 0, ., u, 
Ot·IEGA 1:1 1.800000 
RG1\H :; 1.100000 , 
TIP :I O.OOOOOOOE ... OO, 
MODE :: 1, 
KCX = 4 SEND 
Figure 42. Output for TWN sample cas~. 
r: 
-.0 
-.0 
" 
3D TRANSONIC FULL POTENTIAL WING-NACELLE PROGHAH kITH MAXIMUM DIH~USIONS 121 OY 30 BY 25. 
tlACA0012/GELAC1 
NIe 101 NJ3 30 NK= 22 NJT~ 25 
FHACH ALP HAW ALPHAH ALPHAL RHOSTR GAMMA 
0.750 1.000 4.000 0.400 0.1;34 1.400 
00 
~;Jl 
BX! ur~I:.GA RHOINF OINF NJT "'(Jel 
0.100 1.800 0.766 0.77'J 25 0:"; 0'-' 
"': .. 
:u i-
O~ NI NJ tll\ IHALF c' p •• -
101 30 2:t 51 'J ... (:-r- i:. 
;j '-.' \".'h 
Figure 42. Continued. 
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TRANSONIC NAC~LL£/I~LET FLOW VARIABLES 
LISTING OF INPUT DAT~ 
SFLOWC 
XMCF 3 0.3516000 , 
CHATIO ~ 0.7000000 
KINIT = 1, 
ITMAX = 50, 
CRIT = 1.0000000£~03, 
XMULH = 0 0 7000000 , 
KALPHA = 1, 
ALPHAL = i.OOOOOO 
ALPHAH = 20.00000 
MD = O. 
04EGA = 1.000000 , 
~KVIS = 0, 
efACT = 1.200000 , 
axlE = 0.1000000 
KS~TH = 4, 
NOEL = 3, 
KTIHE = 3, 
VJT = 0.9000000 
ITCOR = 10000, 
CQRfAT = 0.2000000 , O,40000~0 
1.000000 , 5*0.0000000£tOO, 
KUUNP ~ 20*0, 
ITSTRT ~ 1, 
JNPR = 6 
GEND 
0.6000000 
Figure 42. Continued. 
, 0.9000000 , 
00 
.,,~ 
"tl~ 
0;,'.; 
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SPAN STATION Y(13) • 3.000 IS 50.00 PERC~NT uF SEHISPAN, 
lU XU ZU XL ZL IiXUC ,XLC CPU CPL RHOU RHOL UACHU ~lACIIL 
50 0.000 0.003 0.000 -0.003 0.0 0.0 1,04533 1.14357 0.9799 0.9990 0.2019 0.O~44 
49 0.002 o.ooa 0,002 -0.000 0.2 0,2 0.69369 0,96144 O,~101 0.V63S 0.~370 0.2730 
48 0,006 0.013 0.006 -0.013 0.6 0,6 0,26737 O,65~60 0.827u 0.~026 0.6203 0.4574 
47 0,012 0.018 0.012 -0.016 1.2 1.2 -0.02445 0.38247 0.7b08 0.~460 0.7602 0.5C~S 
Q6 0.01~ 0.023 0.019 -0.023 1.9 1.9 -0.229b3 0,18044 0.7159 0.U045 0.G~57 0.5141 
45 0.027 0.027 0.027 -0,027 2.7 2.7 -0.30646 0.03341 0.6B53 0.7732 0.9032 0.7360 
44 O,03b ~,031 0.036 -0.031 l.6 3.6 .0.46499 -0.07799 0,6630 0.7492 0.9452 0.1025 
~ '3 O.O~1 0.034 0.047 -0.034 4.7 4.7 .0.54266 -0.16625 G.64~1 O.?299 0.97bO 0.0192 
0 ~2 O.O~~ O,U30 0.O~9 -0.~3~ !).9 5.9 -O.61~OB -O.~3~57 0.6204 0. 7139 1.0105 OoO~g~ 
~ 41 0,013 0.041 0.073 -0.041 7.3 7.3 .0.66221 -a.29~75 0.617] 0. 7005 1.0315 0.9746 
40 0.088 0.044 0.OB6 -0.044 8,B 8.8 ~0.70372 -0.l468l ~.6076 0.b893 1.0502 o.a~57 
39 0.105 0.047 0,105 -0.~47 10.~ 10.5 -0.741~7 -u.39030 v.5987 O.beoo 1.067l O.g133 
38 0.124 O.O~O 0.124 -0.050 12,4 1~.4 -O,775al -0.42347 0.5~Cl4 0.b725 1.0031 0.927~ 00 
37 0.1~4 0.052 0.144 -0.0~2 14.4 14.4 -0.80010 -O.44~24 0.~B46 0.666b 1.09~3 0.9)04 I'! ~~ 
36 O,lbb 0.055 0.1&6 .0.055 16,6 16,6 -0.B1403 -~,46697 0.S81l 0. 6621 1.1000 0.~G69 v d,i 
35 O,19~ 0.~~6 0.190 .0.056 19.0 19,0 -0.81722 -o.~e34u O.~Bu~ 0.b560 1.1023 0.9531 c - , ~ "11' :_l_: 
34 0,210 0.05~ 0.216 -O,05U 21,6 21.6 .0,B0697 ·v,~a966 0.56JO 0.b57~ 1,0975 0.~55a ;Jj ,.:: 
33 0.244 0,059 0,244 -0,059 24,4 ~4.4 -0.77543 -0.~&279 0.5905 0,0589 1.0020 O.952~ .c -.' 
32 0.273 O.O~9 0.273 -0.059 27.3 27.3 -0.704U2 -0.46268 0.6073 0,6635 1.0507 O.9~G2 c:: 
31 0.304 0.059 0.304 -0.0~9 30.4 3~,4 -0.56336 -0.~3365 0.6404 0. 6 701 o.~a70 0.9310 :.~ r ; r- . 
-' . 
30 0.336 0.059 0.336 -0.0~9 33.6 33.6 -O,5G872 -O.~u03S 0.hS30 0. 6 777 0.9640 0.9176 -J . . 
-- '/~ 
Figure 42. Continued, 
~ 
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c:u -
29 0.370 0.053 0.370 -0.058 37.0 37.0 -0.48208 -O.3b50~ 0.6591 0.b657 O.9~29 0.9026 
28 0.404 0.057 0.404 -0.057 40.4 40.4 -0.43954 -0.32972 0.66&8 0.b936 0.9343 0.00?7 
21 0.440 0.056 0.440 -0.056 44.0 44.0 -0.39660 -0.29516 0.618~ 0. 7013 0,9161 0.0731 
26 0.475 0.054 0.475 -0.054 47.5 47.~ .0.355~1 -0.261&& v.6b77 0.7~B7 0.0ge7 o.as~a 
2~ 0.511 0.051 0.511 -0.051 51.1 51.1 -0.316°18 ·O.~3022 0.6965 0.7158 0,G022 0.0459 
24 0.541 0.04~ 0.547 -0.049 54.7 54.7 -0.2799b -0.20025 ~.7047 0.1224 0,0660 O.O33~ 
23 0.5ijl 0.046 0.502 -O.O~b 5&.2 58.2 -0.24523 -0.17102 0.7124 0.7207 0.eS22 O,021G 
22 0.616 0.043 0.616 -0.043 61.6 61.6 -O.2124~ -0.14497 0.7197 0.73~5 ~.03as O.O10~ 
21 0.649 O.O~O 0.649 -0,040 61.9 64.9 -0.18155 -0.11942 O.72b~ 0.7401 O.G256 O.7QOl 
20 0.6u2 0.0)1 0.602 -0,037 6ij.2 6ij.~ -0.1~207 -0.0949~ 0.7330 0.7~5S 0.0133 o.?O~O 
19 0.712 0.034 0.71a .Oo03~ il.2 71.2 -0.12406 -0.0715d 0.7391 0.7~06 0,0011 0.7196 
18 0.741 0.032 0.1~1 -0,032 74.1 74.1 -0.097es -0.04890 0.74~0 0.7555 0.790~ 0.'704 
17 0.7b9 0.029 0.769 -0.029 76.9 76.9 -0.07100 -0.02673 0.7~07 0,7b03 0,7796 0,7611 
16 0.7~~ 0.026 0.795 -0.026 7~.5 7~.5 -0.OQ553 ·0.00493 0.7562 0,7650 0,76~O 0.7521 
15 0.819 0.023 0.U19 -0.023 01.9 61.9 -0.02050 0.016UJ 0.7616 0.1697 0.76n~ 0.7430 00 
14 0.841 0.021 0,841 -0.021 04.1 84.1 0.00425 0.03845 0.7670 0.77~3 0.7402 0,7339 
"T1;lJ 
... 
"'0 co) 
0 13 O.ij61 O.~le 0.661 -0,018 86.1 86.1 0.0286,1 0.06039 0.7722 0. 7790 0.73QO Oe72~6 0'" 
N 12 O.~DO 0.016 0.880 -0.016 &u.O ae.o 0.05377 0.Ob~65 0.7776 0.1630 O,727S 0.7154 o ::C~ -. --- .... 
11 0.B~7 0.014 0.B~7 -0.014 89.7 89.7 0.076Y8 0.10559 u.7830 0.10B1 0.7170 0.1050 
A:l r-
10 0.912 O.ul~ 0.912 -0.0!2 91.2 91,2 0.10479 0.12936 0.78b5 0.7~37 0,70&1 0 0 5950 to-., c:." 
9 0.9~b 0.010 0.926 -0.010 92.6 92.6 0.13173 0.15440 0,7942 0.7990 0.69~O 0.6052 ::t.> ~') 
B 0.9)9 O.OO~ 0,939 -0.008 93.9 93.9 O.lbOOl 0.16081 0.8002 0.~046 O.6G20 O.67CO C ~II 
7 0.950 0.007 0.950 -0.007 9~.0 95.0 0.15992 0,20921 0.80b~ O,bl06 0.6101 0.6619 :! 1:,,1 
6 0.961 0.005 O.9bl ~0.005 96.1 96,1 0.2:l126 0.23936 0.&131 0.b169 0.65~7 0.6490 
5 0.970 0.004 0.970 -0,004 97.0 97.0 0.25279 0.26969 0.8198 0.~233 0.6~32 0,6359 
4 0.97~ 0.003 0.978 ~0.003 97.8 97.8 0.27785 0.t94'8 0.6250 0.b285 0,6324 0.625l 
3 0.9ij5 0.002 0.985 -0,002 9&.~ 96.5 0.30290 0.31932 0,0303 0.b337 O.6a15 0.61~3 
2 0.~92 0.001 0.99~ -0.001 99.2 9~.~ 0.32817 0.34423 0.B3S~ O.~36B 0.6105 O,603~ 
1 0.997 0.000 0.997 0.000 99.7 99.7 0.35143 0.36919 O.b408 0.b440 O.S~~4 O.592~ 
*¢~ LIFT, DRAG AND MOMENT COEfFICIE~T& fOR 1= 3.000 $1l'9 
CL q o .14406t!E~(j0 CD II: 0.13696:)E-02 CM a -0.206~ObL·02 
TOTAL NU~8~R Of CICLES m 5 
Figure 42. Cont inued • 
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SECTIon VI 
CONCLUSIONS AIm RECOMMENDATIONS 
An efficient arid Intorf3cInn zonol 41gorit~ has been developed to 
c~puto the three-di~enoional tron50n1c flou field about uina/nacelle 
multIc~ponent confIguratIons. In the prQ~ent approach, a ccoponent-adeptive 
grid embedding scheoo h43 been coployed in which the globnl co~put3tional grid 
is coaposed of a Doric, of overlapped conponcnt grids, where cach conponent 
grid is optiol%cd for a particular gcoactry such an the wing or nacelle. The 
AF2 approximate factorization al60rit~ is used to determine the 
full-potential equation solution on each com?oncnt grid with trivariate 
interpolation being used to transfer property infor.nation between the ~rids. 
The optimized grid S7sten produces the deSired bal~nce between co~ver6ence 
speed and accuracy of the flow field soluti~n. ~u~erical results using the 
overlapped grid sche~e indicat~ that the presc~t algorit~~ ~romisps to be 
effective i~ computing the flou field about mUlticomponent configurations. 
To improve the accuracy of the present algorit~~, it is suggested that a 
viscous correction capability be ldded to the 1nviscid flow prediction 
algorit~. This can be accooplished by either adding a boundary layer 
displacement thickness distribution onto the original body contours, or by 
using surface transpiration velocity boundary conditions in which the 
effective transpiration velocity is calculated froo the co~puted boundary 
layer growth. Although the boundary layer flows on both the wing and nacelle 
are three-dioensional, using a two-dimensional boundary layer analysis applied 
in a stripwise sense at span stations on the wing and at meridional stations 
on the nacelle may prove to be adequate for effecting a viscous correction .to 
the inviscld algorit~. 
In order to correctly predict th~ wing lower surface pressure 
distribution near the wing leading edge, it will be necessary to complete the 
pylon modeling. To codel a pylon of realistic thickness, it will probably be 
necessary to introduce a third component C-type grid around the pylon or to at 
least adjust the wing and nacelle component grids to have grid lines aligned 
with the pylon leading and trailing edges. 
It also appears that using an H-cype wing grid cay prove beneficial in 
attempting to interface the wing and nacelle flow 30lution algorit~~s. In an 
H-type wing grid, the mesh has greater uniformity and the mesh cells are more 
Cartesian-like underneath t.he wing surface in the vicinity of the nacelle. 
This should aid in interpolating flow properties from one component grid to 
another. 
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